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Construction Dispute Continues
Motions Concerning Glendale
Road Right Of Way Filed Today
By MATT SANDERS
Staff Reporter
Three motions concerning the two-
year dispute of the Glendale Road right
of way were filed this morning in
Circuit Court.
Plans for Glendale Road, approved
by the state for the interconnector, call
for the construction of a three-lane
roadway — two driving lanes and a
turning lane — including sidewalks,
curbs and gutters.
The three-lane portion of the proposal
has been a stumbling block since it was
approved by the Murray Common
Council and the state Department of
Transportation.
Howard Brandon, owner of the
peoperty, signed an agreement in
December 1977 to deed the right of way
fo the road tothe city. He now con-
tends that theigiatithent he signed was •
for a four-lane road, not the three-lane
road presently planned. Brandon told
the council at the time that he was with-
drawing his offer of right of way.
But Murray Mayor Melvin B. Henley
has maintained that the agreement
signed by Brandon is still valid since it
did not stipulate the number of lanes.
The city filed suit in circuit court asking
the court to order Brandon to honor the
contract, and Brandon's attorney
responded to the suit.
In circuit court today, Brandon filed a
motion to dismiss the complaint
because the city did-not state cause of
action_
City Attorney Bill Phillips filed the
other two motions — a restraining
order on a building permit by Brandon
for construction on the property and a
motion to shorten the time the defen-
dant has to answer the suit.
City Planner Steve al* was out of_
town and unavailable for comment
today on what construction Brandon
had planned for the property.
Henley stated al the April 5 council
meeting that he received a com-
mitment from Gov. Julian M. Carroll to
provide the city's share of the funding
of the project, amounting to $109,000,
out of his contingency fund. The mayor
added that if the project is not begun
this year, the city would likely lose the
funding because Carroll's term of office
expires atthe end of 1979.
A council committee, headed by
Marshall Jones and Howard Koenen,
met with Brandon after the April 5
meeting in an attempt to persuade him
to give the city the right of way.
Jones stated at the Thursday night
council meeting that the meeting with
Brandon was not a negotiation because
Parents Voice Concern About
Reduction In City Schools Staff
By DEBBIE N. LEE
Staff Reporter
Several parent's atteaded the_
Thursday night meeting of the Murray
Independent Board of Education to
express their views on the cuts in next
year's staff made by the board at its
April 3 meeting.
In that meeting, the board voted to
send letters of non-renewal to seven
roembers of the certified staff and 16
members of the classified staff.
Most of those present at the meeting
were members of the Band Boosters of
the Murray City Schools and were
concerned about- the cut of the third
band director, John Goode, from the
band program.
However, Art Jewell, speaking for
the group, said ,"The concern of the
mass began with the band program, but
now it has mushroomed into a question
of the total educational program." He
added that a large number of parents
are scheduled to attend the April 26
school board meeting, and the board
decided to change the meeting site to
the Murray Middle School auditorium.
Don Henry,- schcrol board chairman,
_ assured the parents that "the arts
mean too much to this community for
us to diminish this program."
Henry also said that this has been an
"extraordinary year in many ways" for
the- funding of the system. Reasons
cited by Henry, in addition to the an-
ticipated loss of between 75 and 130
students as a result of the new non-
resident pupil contract policy of the
Calloway County Board of Education,
were the loss of bonus units from the
state and House Bill 44, which limited
funding for small school districts.
"Clarification and open corn-
munication" between the school board





Members of the board expressed their
desire to work with the parents in ac-
complishing this goal.
Super rintendent Robert Glin Jeffrey --
emphasized that many factors were
considered in making the cuts and that
they were made across the board so
that no programs were eliminated.
Teachers have been shifted to cover the
extra classes, and in some instances,
those not receiving non-renewal letters
may be rehired on one of the federally
_ funded programs. The cuts were also on
a systemwide basis and did not come
from only one school.
"The quality of our educational
program will not be hurt," the
superintendent said. "We intend to
have a program we can look at with
pride."
In other action taken at the board
meeting:
— Upon the recommendation of
Jeffrey, Laura Fenton, Janie Kelso and
Men& Shanklin weft -approved as
substitute teachers, and Al C. Stroud
Jr. was hired to complete the school
year as a bus driver. Scott Durham was
approved as an elementary teacher for
the 1979-80 school year. ,•
— A leave of absence was granted to
Murray Middle School teacher Susan
Hargrove from April 10 to May 26 to
enable her to student teach in another
field and gain certification. Tonda West
was hired to complete the school year
for Mrs. Hargrove.
— The board voted to change its May
24 meeting to May 22 because of a
conflict with Murray High School
graduation.
County Gets $94,751
More For Road Repair
Calloway County Judge-Executive
Robert 0. Miller announced at Thur-
sday's fiscal court meeting he had
received word that the county was to
receive an additional $94,751 for the
repair of county roads. Notification
came from the office of Gov. Julian M.
Carroll.
The money was granted because of
the damage dqne to the roads during
the severe winter weather. The total
allocation of $261,300 will be available
July 1, the next fiscal year.
Miller explained that that amount is
spent on an agreed contract between




$370,105 allocated by the state for the
rural•secondary road program is spent
in Calloway County, Miller explained,
but the court has no control over where
or how it is spent.
Miller also told the members of the
court that the county had passed the $2
million mark in revenue sharing this
month.
In other action, the court passed a
resolution to accept the petition
presented to widen Bud Tanner Road. It
also passed a resolution to change the










STORM DAMAGE — In the aftermath of Wednesday night's storm, thit uprooted tree is an indication of how fier-
ce the winds were. Theltree crushed the fence in the backyard of Harry Allison, 1108 falrlane Drive but it landed at
the edge of the Allison residence and did no damage to the structure. Staff Photo by Matt Sanden
he felt that Brandon was unwilling to
negotiate.
Jones then made four recom-
mendations to the council. First, the
council could delay action until after
the outcome of the lawsuit. Second, the
council could make Brandon a
monetary offer. Third, the council
could file a condemnation proceeding.
Or fourth, the road could be changed to
four lanes, as Brandon wants.
Council members voted unanimously
to delay action until the outcome of the
suit.
The council also made a motion to
hire an appraiser to estimate the worth




Members of the Calloway County
Board of Education will consider
personnel rel.ornmendation.s at their
- —Dext meeting, set for 7_pan. Monday,
April 18. ,
Both certified and classified staff will
be elected, and resignations, leaves of
absence and contract non-renewals will
be dealt with,
Other items of business include a
construction payment on the middle
school, request for facilities and travel,
advertising for bids for middle school
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NINE MINUTES AFTER WHAT??? — Local residents must have been puz-
zled recently when they glanced at the digital clock outside the downtown
Bank of Murray and found the time to be 1709.
Staff Photo By Tony Wilson
Planning Group To Meet
The Murray Planning Commission
will hold its regular meeting at 7 p.m.
Tuesday, April 17, according to Steve
Zea, city planner.
Items on the agenda include a public
hearing on a rezoning request, from R-2
to R-4, from Dan Miller for a tract of
land located off South 16th Street in thereport on transportation and_caina_Lach Lomond area; a public hearing onstruction.
The public is invited to the meeting
hich will be held in the board office
a preliminary plat for a Residential
Planned Development Project located
off South 16th Street in the Loch
Lomond Area proposed by Miller; a
report on the community development
project for 1979 and final review of the
new Land Use Plan.
Also, the commission will meet in
special session at 7 p.m. Tuesday-,A1
24, Zea said. The purpose of this
meeting is to hold a public hearing on a
rezoning request from Buddy Sykes,
Wendell -Allbritten, Jamaa Hamilton,
Charles McCuiston, Ray 'Reeves and
W.R. Wissman. The request is to rezone
several lots in the Northwodd Sub-
division, Unit II, from B-2 to R-4.
Official Ballots To Be Mailed;
Candidates Invited To KET Forum
By BILL BERGSTROM
Associated Press Writer
Candidates doubting their chances in
the crowded primaries for governor
and other offices have little time to bow
out; the secretary of "'state is about to
mail the official ballots.
And as primary election day ap-
proaches, those persevering in their
bids for statewide offices are being
Tinelvited evisitoon.appear on statewide forums
onnext month Oft Kentucky Educational
Secretary of State Drexel Davis said
Thursday in Frankfort that he hoped to
mail the certified ballots by Friday.
On ics.p the campaign trail, meanwhile,
roads and coal continued as prime
to
Davis said candidates wishing to
withdraw from the primaries must
send notarized statements of with-
drawal before he malls the officially
certified ballots to county clerks
throughout the state.
He said some candidates had pulled
out, including Rockcastle Circuit Court
Clerk Money Ed Cummins of Mt.
Vernon and Ken Brashear of Corbin
from the Republican primary for state
auditor; Robert Banta of Smithfield
from the Democratic primary for
agriculture commissioner, University
of Kentucky professor Robert Bostrom
from the Democratic primary in the
Banner 
nnheer  Housex  District, Republican Danny
LoDruck of uisville from the 44th House
district primary and Elmer Rice of
95th Housefromth Ddeligctra. tic 
primary
in a
Major party candidates staying in the
Primaries for governor, lieutenant
governor and each of the state's six
other constitutional races are invited to
appear on 10 KET forums in Nfay.
The programs are scheduled between
May 1 and May 16, with the Democratic
and Republican candidates for
governor appearing on three of the
shows, beginning May 8.
On the campaign trail Thursday,
Democrat Terry McBrayer continued a
towuronofear: roads.tern Kentucky, where he said
the state should spend more on
da
John V. Brown J, the latest to enter
the Democratic race, issued an-
nouncements in Louisville of some
additions to his campaign organization.
State Auditor George Atkins took his
campaign for the Democratic
nomination to Perry County in the
eastern Kentucky coalfield.
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, D-Ky.,.
traveled in Warren County in south
'central Kentucky. '
Former Gov. Louie Nunn cam-
paigned in Laurel County for the
Republican nomination.
Former Louisville Mayor Harvey
Sloane, a Democrat, traveled the
Madisonville area.
U. Gov, Thelma Stovall visited
Rowan, Elliott, Grayson and Carter --
counties in her bid for the Democratic
nomination
McBrayer
McBrayer continued his bus tour
through eastern KeriWaya visiting
factories, stores and courthouses in
Wolfe, Powell, Magoffln, Mogan,
Carter and Elliott counties. He said it is
time to have a governor from eastern
Kentucky. The last governor from
eastern Kentucky was Bert Combs,
elected in 1959, and before that, Flefn
D. Samson, in 1927, McBrayer said.
McBrayer, of Greenup, is a graduate
of Morehead State University and also
has lived in Ashland. He is the onlkone
of the six major Democratic contenders
from the eastern portion of the state.
In a computer factory at Campton,
the main complaint aired to McBrayer
was the poor condition of secondary
roads, and McBrayer said the same
theme has been sounded throughout the
mountains. He called for a shift in
priorities ,in roadbuildin_g_ away from
interstates and promised to double the
amoutit the state allocates for rural and
aecondary roads. '
Brown
Brown named Keye Morrissey of
Louisville — founder and director of
Weight Watchers of Kentueky, which
has more than 200,000 members — as
his state campaign chairwoman,
calling her "one of Kentucky's most
successful women." Mrs. Morrisey
said, "I'm delighted that Mr. Brown
feels that women should come into their
own and have a ,voice in state govern-
ment." •
Brown also said Clair Nichols, former
campaign aide to Ralph Ed Graves,
will join his campaign to head local
organization. Nichols, 96, is a former
deputy commissioner of local govern-
ment. Graves withdrew from the
governor's race last month and backed
Brown.
Haywood C. Ayers, 42, was named
Butler County coordinator for the
Brown campaign and Thomas P.
Moorman coordinator for Brecitimidge
County. Ayers, owner and director, of
the Ayers Funeral Home in Morgan-
town, is a past president of the Butler
County Jaycees, past president and
director of the Southern Kentucky
Funeral Directors, former chairman of
the Butler County March of Dimes and
has served on numerous boards. Sloane
Sloane stressed his positions on coal,
including a call for a new comment
period on sulfur dioxide emission
standards under study by the
Environmental Protection Agency that
Sloane said "could sound the death
knell for western Kentucky coal."
Sloane said they show "that there is
still no substantive change in the
nation's energy policy" and the
president should "atop the insane policy
of restricting the use of America's most -
abundant source of energy — coal."
He said the 'government should
"suspend regulations that adversely
affect the use of western Kentucky
coal," require oil burning utilities to
convert to coal, and "make a concerted









Deaths & Funerals 14
Dr. Lamb 2
Horoscope 3
Local Scene 2, 3
Opinion Page - 4
TV Week 12 Pages
partly cloudy
Partly cloudy tonight with lows
in the mid to upper 40s. Partly
sunny Saturday. Highs in the mid




outlook for Sunday. through
Tuesday calls for a chance of rain
each day, Highs mostly in the40s
and lows in the 40s.
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Virginia Nell Flora Is
Married To Dowell Ryan
Miss Virginia Nell Flora,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Wayne Flora, was married to
Dowell Key Ryan, son of Dr.
and Mrs. Louis C. Ryan, in a
winter wedding.
The vows were solemnized
at four o'clock on a Saturday
afternoon at the First Baptist
Church, with the Rev. Dr. Bill
Whittaker performing the
double ring ceremony.
A program of nuptial music
was presented by Dan
McDaniel, organist, and Mrs.
Marge Shown, vocalist.
Mrs. Martha Key presided
at the guest register and the
wedding was directed by Miss
Beverly Calloway.
Candlelighters and ushers
were Kimmon Hoegh, Tom
Urtz and Kevin Kuddes,
classmates of the groom at
Western Kentucky University.
The bride, given In
marriage by her father, chose
Miss Susan Adams as her
maid of honor, and
bridesmaids were Misses
Rachel and Janie Flora,
sisters of the bride, and Miss
Dawn Harrison.
Dr. Ryan attended his son as
best man and groomsmen
were David Buckingham, Bob
Taylor and Johnny Quer-
tei-mous.
Reception
Following the ceremony a
reception was held in the
-Fellowship.Hall of The church.
Serving the guests were
Mrs. Jessie Faye Young, Mrs.
Vel Burkeen, Miss Celia,
taylor, Mrs. Elaine Paschall,
Ors. _ Sands Watson, Mrs.
'Ten Best
LOS ANGELES (AP)
Having a. nose fOr the news
doesn't always mean a snif-
fing out of a big story. Only
hr. and _Mrs: -Dfnvell -Key-Ryan
Sheila Ward, Miss Reita Ladd
and Mrs. Jennie Gordon.'
Mr. and Mrs. Ryan are
.residing in Mstrray where
Mrs. Ryan is enlployed in the
office of County Attorney Max
Parker and Mr. Ryan is a
-
graduate student at Murray
State University.
Rehearsal Dinner
Dr. and Mrs. Ryan, parents.
of the groom, were hosts for
thp rehearsal dinner at the
Holiday Inn.
•Noses' Are Picked
one reporter was among 20
theirand women whose noses
made news on the "Ten Best
Noses" list compiled by a
MAYFIELD
Antique Mall
Hwy. 121 S. Mayfield, Ky
Dealers From 4 States
Open 6 Days 8 By Appointment
The Mall Has Antiques,
Collectables and Plants
(household & garden)




Dr. Brent Joseph's list of
"Ten Best Noses," among the
women, included Princess
Grace of -Nonaeo, actresses
Jane Fonda, Candice Bergen,
Catherine Deneuve, Cheryl
Tiegs and Cheryl Ladd,
singers Olivia Newton-John,
Leslie Uggarns and Nancy
Wilson and television reporter
.Sandy Hill, who co-anohors
ABC's "Good Morning,
America" show,
The men on Joseph's list
were actors Warren Beatty,
Dirk Benedict, • Kris
_Kristofferson', Michael
Landon, Ryan O'Neal, Jan-
Michael Vincent and Billy Dee
Williams, baseball star Steve
Garvey, Olympic decathalon




Stress is the problem
Lawrence E. Lamb. M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB
would like to -have sour
Health Letter number 14.
Ulcers, Duodenal, StomacIt.
I have been plagued with a
duodenal ulcer for years I
also have colitis and diverti-
culosis. One seems "to work
against the other. If I eat
non-acid -4or-ming foods, it
bothers the colon and the
food that soothes the colon
forms more aci,d.
I'm also under a grk•at
deal of stress. I have a 43-
year-old mother who re-
quires so much care and this
causes a great deal of frus-
tration. 1 have had X rays
just recently and they show
no further complications I
tried Tagamet and it helped
•greatly for a time but Vie
relief seemed, to wear off I
don't smoke and I don't use
alcohol or drink coffee.
Thank you for' any actvle
you might have.
DEAR READER - As
you requested I'm sending
you The Health Letter num-
ber 1-5. YOu've already pat
the finger on your basic
- problem - the stress assoki-
ated with your life. It seems
to .be_,chronic stress and
frtieration that's more im-
portant in forming ulcers
than some sudden acute
stress which is of shorter
duration.
At one time men were far
more prone to have ulcers
than --women, possibly be-
cause many of them were in
work situations .which re-
sulted in twig term frustra-
tion with 'no good solution in
sight. This is discussed :n
The Health Letter I'm send-
ing you. Other readers who,
-want this issue can send 50
cents with a long, stamped.
self-addressed envelope for
Send Our Festiiillegt-to-rne-
in care of this newspaper,
P.O. Box 1551, Radio City
Station, New York, NY
10019.
Interestingly enough,




Sounding more like a forei.n
diplomat than a singer,
Bailey says not one Arnericm
• in 10 .understands what .s
happening in.the Middle East.
"They don't know that you
can stand on the barK of the
Jordan River and took up into
the niouths of Israel: guns ...
The American peope are in
trouble if they dor't know
about the world and :ry to do
Something about it,' the 61-
year-old goodwill armassador
said at a Washingtin Press
Club luncheon Wednesday..
don't see as rnaliy of them as
we did and no one kapws
why. Perhaps many people
in our society are not under
the same degree of stress
that they have been in the
past. Who knows.
The' one thing you might
-do to help your colon while
still eating in a way that will)
soothe your ulcer is to use an
inert bulk expander. One of
these is MetamUcil. The in-
ert substance swells and
traps water providing mois-
ture and improving function
of your colorc This sub-
stance will not disturb your
ulcer.
Some people dti very well
by using bran which behaves
lnuch in the same way but if
it does appear to bother your
ulcer, you might be well off
to use one of the inert bulk
expanders.
Most of the methods used
to treat ulcers are of limited
value if you're subjected to
"long term chronic stress and
Perhaps you should con-
sider some arrangement
that would enable you to be
relieved part of the time
from the immediate care of
your 'mother. If you can just
get away from the problem
'often enough and let. some-
one else have the responsi-
bility part of the time that
might provide the necessary'
relief that you are seeking:
This is probably .an impor-
tant factor in eliminating
your ulcer problems.
• I'm glad To see that you
don't drink coffee, smoke or
use alcohol. All of these are
bad if you have an ulcer.
People with ulcers should
avoid all the caffeine-con-
taining drinks, including tea
and also chocolate in all
forms. Your doctor may be
able to help you with medi-
cine Co combat nervous ten-
sion and antacids.
frustration. The ideal ap-
proach is to try to eliminate








Mrs. Reva G. Bailey, 618 S.
9th St., Murray, Mrs. Kitty L.
Williams and Baby Boy, Rt, 6
Bx. 209, Murray, Thomas
Hernelbn, • Rt. 6 Bx. 7-A,
Murray', Mrs. Dortha D.
Mathis, Rt. 1, Hardin, Mrs.
Mary F. Briggs, Rt. 2 Bx. 92,
Dover, Tenn., George Edward
Overby Jr., Rt. 7 Bx. 884
Camelot Dr., Murray,. Can-
trell Jones, 1701 Ryan,
Murray Willard S. Johnson,
Rt. 1,, Cunningham, Patricia S.
Phillips, Bx, 2430 Unlversfty-
Station, Murray, Seth D.
Delaney, G-2 Murray Manor,
Murray, Mrs. Joyce E.
Haynes, Rt. 1 Palmersville,
Tenn., Mrs. Cheryl Timmons,
Rt. 1, Gilbertsville, Mrs.
Irene M. Riley, Rt. 1, Bx. 145,
Farmington, Andy Prescott,
General Delivery Hardin,
Mrs. Vaynell H. Charlton, 11b-
Jean St. Paris, ,Tenn., Mrs.
Gertrude Bennett, Rt. 2,
Hazel, Mrs. Barbara Darnall,
Rt. 1, Hardin, Mrs. Mae Wrye,
516 S. 8th St., Murray, David
Hickerson, 323 Franklin Hall,
Murray, Edward S. Ferguson,
1005 Sharpe, Murray, Eldred
Guy Bil/ington, Bx. 268,
Murray, Hegyi Moses, CR 106,





Sandra K. Sager and Baby
girl,- Rt. 4, Bs.. 37, Murray,
Mrs. Sherry Linsey, Rt. 1,
Bx. 171, Hickory, Mary D.
Linn, 811 College Cotirts,
Murray, Kristie S. Rose, 1505
Danbury, Murray, Kimberly
Burkeen, Rt. 7, Mayfield
James M.. Williams, Rt, 1,
Dexter, Mrs. Sharon L. Eaves,
Bx. 59, Hazel, Mrs. Clara Jane
Elkins, 1509 Danbury Ra.,
Murray, Mrs. Charlene
Graves, Rt. 2, McKenzie,
Tenn., Mrs. Ladoska Spinks,
Rt. 8, Green Acres Tr. Ct. No.
2, Murry, Mrs; Barbara L.
Seese, Rt. 6 -MC. 352-A
Murray, David M. Greene,
1508 Chaucer, Dr., Murray,
Christy L. Curd, Rt. 2, Hazel,
Traci A. Foust, Rt. 4 Fix. 264,
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. . Maxine
(Violet) West, Rt. 1, Bx. 179,
Mayfield, Hiraril Crittendon,
Rt. 1, Bx. 2020, Alm°, Vera
718 Syeaniore,
Murray, Era Miller, 718
Sycamore, Murray, Mrs
Bertha Maness, Bx. 83,'-
Dexter.
MAYFIELD PATIENT
Dana Ann Shelby of Murray
Route 3-was dismissed March
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The song was scandalous.























IN THE 25th' CENTURY

















Mr. and itrs. Clyde Spiceland
Mir --and /iEs.-- ciyae- Spidelarld- of-Marray -Route. 8 will
celebrate their golden wedding anniversary on Sunday, April
22. '
A receptiOn will be held at the Spiceland home from 2 to 5
p.m. The event will be hosted by their son, Bobbie Spiceland
of Dover, Tenn., and their daughter, Mrs. Robert ( Peggie
Hicks of Dearborn, Mich. •
No formal invitations will be sent, and all friend and
relatives are invited to attend. The family requests, that---
gdeavotbeirlg gifts.-- - -
The couple was married April 17, 1929, in the Methodist
parsonage at Dover, Tenn., by the late Rev. A. R. Hogan with
Mrs. A. R. Hogan as their only attendant. Mrs. Spiceland is
the former Blanche, Nolin, daughter of the late John T. Nohn
• , and Sallie Jane Dennis Nolin of Tharpe, Tenn. Mr. Spiceland
is The son of the late--S.- J, Spiceland and Gertrude Poole
Spiceland of Tenn.
Mr. Spiceland is a Tennessee retired teacher. The couple
resided for 39 years between the rivers in Stewart County.
Tenn., before retiring on a cattle farm in Calloway County in
1968.
They are the parents of two living children, Mrs. Hicks and
Mr. Spiceland, and deceased son, Dr. Jack N. Spiceland
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Open Horse Show, spon-
sored by the Murray State
University 4-H Club, will be
held at 3 p.m. at the West
Keatticky Livestock and
Exposition Center. Admission
will be one dollar per person.
Good Friday service will be
at 7 p.m. at the Goshen United
Methodist Church.
Seminar dealing with
nietastable ion kinetics will be
at 330 p.m. in Room 312,
Blackburn Science Building,
Murray State University.
Speaker will be Dr. R. Kaiser,
University of Kentucky.
Senior tuba recital by Don
McClure, Brandenburg, will
be at 8:15 p.m. in Farrell
Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Center, Murray - State
University.
Annual exhibition of Muray
State -student work as judged
by visiting professionals will
be at Eagle Gallery, Fine Arts
Center, Murray State, through
May 9.
- Saturday, April 14
The Black Saturday service
by Bethel and Brooks Chapel
United Methodist Churches
will be at 7 p.m. at BroOks
Chapel.
Activities in Land Between
the Lakes will include Sounds
of Spring at 2 p.m. at Center
Station; Purchase Bicycle
Race at 7 a.m. starting at
Center Station; Lantern Tour
at 7:30 p.m. at The
Horneplace-1850; Kentucky
Wild Turkey Seminar at 2 p.m.
at Kenlake State Resort Park.
Easter Egg Hunt for pre-
schoolers through third grade
will be from,10 toll a.m. at the
Murray Country Club.
Hazel Alumni Association
dinner will be held at the
Hazel Community Center with
Dr. Will Frank Steely as
speaker.
Gotod Friday service will be




Rev. Daniel Tucker will
show slides of The Holy Land
at 7 p.m. at the Locust prove
Church of the Nazarene,
Kirksey.
Exhibits of ,works in metal
by Michael Alan Sanders,
Louisville, paintings by David
Carlson Grasgow and  ,. , three-
dimensional design by lane
Ellen Viterisi, Paducah, will
be shown at Eagle Gallery,
Fine Arts Center, Murray
State, through April 25.
Saturdaydipril 14  
Captain Wendell Duey
Chapter of the DAR will meet
at the home of Mrs. Ray
Munday at 1:30 p.m. with Ed
Davis as'speaker.
Easter Bake Sale, spon-
sored by Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints,
will be in front of Roses from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. —
HOSPITAL PATIENT •
Ermori Watkins of Hardin
has been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
Murray Al-Anon will meet
at 8 p.m. at the Carnian
Pavillion, College Farm Road.
This is a support group for
families and friends of
alcoholic ti and for information
call 437-4229.
A.Q.H.A. Horse Show,
sponsored by Murray State
University Horsemanship
Club, will be at 9 a.ni. at the
West Kentucky Livestock and
Exposition Center.
Saturday, April 14
Benefit bake sale for Johnny
Scott who was seriously in-
jured in a car-truck accident
on Febb. 10 will be held in
front of Say-Rite, Bel Air
Shopping Center, starting at 9
a.m. This is sponsored by
personnel at Jerry's
Restaurant.
Dance featuring The Barons
will be held at the Murray
-Moose Lodge at 8 p.m.
Sunday, April 15
Murray Chapter of National
Organization for Women will
meet in Room 172, Blackburn
Science Building, Murray
State, at 8 p.m. All interested
persons are invited.
Easter Egg Hunt will be at 2
p.m. at the Oaks Country
Club. Each child is asked to
bring six eggs.
Sunrise service will be held
at 6 a.m. at Bethel United
Methodist Church—by Bethel
and Brooks Chapel Churches.
Getting settled
made sinipletkrim•-i,,i, dilemmas fads
attar a WELCOME WAGON call.
As your Hostess, it's my job to help you make the
most of your new neighborhood. Our shopping areas.
Community opportunities. Special attractions. Lots of facts
to save you time and money.
Plus a basket of gills for your family.
be listening for your call.
lifone944
Inge King 492-8349 Mary Hamilton 7534570 •
Sunday, April 15
Easter Egg Hunt will be
held at 12 noon by the Murray
Moose Lodge at the lodge hall
on North 16th Street Exten-
ded.
Activities at Land Between
the Lakes will include slide
presentation on spring
wildflowers at 3 p.m. and
spring wildflower search at
3:30 p.m., both at Center
Station.
Compiunity Sunrise Easter
Service will be at Good
Shepherd United Methodist
Church at 5:30 a.m.
Sunday, Aptil 15 •
Second day of A.Q.H.A.
Horse Show, sponsored by
Murray State University
H-Orsenianship Club, will be at
9 a.m. at the West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition
Center.
Easter Sunrise service will
be at North Pleasant Grove
Cuniberland Presbyterian.
Church at 6 a.m.
Conimunity wide Easter
Sunrise celebration will be at
Roy Stewart Stadium at 6 a.m.
Monday, April 16
Theta Department of
Murray Woman's Club will
have a dinner meeting with
guests at 6:30 p.m. at the club
house. Meat, bread, and
drinks will be furnished and
each member is to bring two
dishes.
Parents Anonymous will
meet at 7:15 p.m. For in-
formation calL759-1792 or 753-
9261.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center,
North _Seventh and Olive
Streets .
Singles Unlimited is
scheduled to meet at the social
hall of the First United
Methodist Church at 7:30 p.m.
Ducks Unlimited will meet.
at the Triangle Inn at 7 km.
Monday, April 16
Blue Grass State CB -tlub
will meet at the lodge hall at 7
p.m.
• Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
and Accepted Masons will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge
hall, Highway 121 North.
Reservations for the ladies
day luncheon at the Oaks
Country Club on Wednesday
should be made today with
Essie Caldwell or MarYWells.
Jonathan-Aurora Action
Committee will meet at 7 pm
at the.Kenlake Lodge, Aurora.
All interested persons are
invited.
Hazel Community Center
will open at 11 a.m. for ac-




Yes, that's the day you have to give to your Uncle Sam. But
that's also the day that your Father gives you life. It's Easter
Sunday. _
If there was ever a day that you should be close tO your God
and fellowman, it is on this day — the day that God showed us
his love and his power.
Go to church and worship Him.
We at the Christian Church (Disciples of Christ) welcome
you to join us this Easter Sunday morning, but, even more irn-
portant, we hope you will be in some church somewhere.
If you do come to worship with us, we invite you to share
communion. It's your personal beliefs that matter, not your
church affiliation.
We are going to be joyous on April 15th regardless of what
Uncle Sam Says.
The First Christian Church
North of the square on Fifth Street




and John A. Kinsey
Mr. and Mrs. David D. Dubrock of Arlington .announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Elise, to Joht] A. Rinsey, son of R. L. Kinsey of Sedalia and
the late Mrs. Ruby Kinsey,
The bride-elect is the granddaughter 'OT Mrs'. Mary Barclay
of Arlington. Mr. Kinsey is the grandson of Mrs. 011ie Martin
of Mayfield.
The vows will be solemnized on Saturday, May 19, at 2:30
p.m. at the United Methodist Church, Arlington, with the
Rev. Michael Morris officiating. .A reception will follow-in the
church fellowship hall.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding
and the reception. -
IParent's Corner
Fights Biiiiven SiblingS7=-




The material in this column
is addressed to all parents who
may be concerned about the
quality of the relationships
with their children.
The idea for such a column
was developed from the
Murray Chapter of Parents
Anonymous which meets each
Monday at 7:15 p.m. For in-
forpiation about the meetings
persons may call 759-1792-or
753-9261.
Options that are-suggested
are not exhaustive and there
may be others which have not
been cited. Readers are urged
to.. submit .questions for
commentary or respond to the
column by sending inquiries to
Parents Corner, c-o The
Murray Ledger & Times, P.O.
Box 32; Murray, Ky. 42071. "
This week's topic asks:
QUESTION: -
How does a parent deal with
the constant fighting that goes
on between an older child (13
years of dge)--and- a -younger --
sibling (age 10). As the
situation develops neither
sibling is willing to admit that
they provoked the fight which
ultimately winds up in a knock
down-tisag out episode.
OPTIONS:
1. In as relaxed a manner as
possible, .separate both
siblings sending them each to
a different part of the house
for a specified period of time.
2. During a more relaxed
moment, discuss the issue
with the two asking them to
suggest a solutitin- to their
constant fighting behavior.
3. Relate the fact that if the
fighting continues some
privilege which they usually
have, will be taken away. In
this way the consequences of
their _ actions will result in





FOR SATURDAY, APRIL 14, 1979
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)1Y)
A romantic encounter works
out well, but be careful not to
read too much into the
meeting. It still takes time to
get to know another.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 201
Relationships with close
ones are accented. Attending
a social function together
enhances harmony, but you
may feel let down by a friend
GEMINI
( May 21 to June 20) no,
A cheerful attitude serves
career interests. Avoid
griping and strained relations
with co-Workers and friends
Protect nerves.
CANCER
( June 21 to July 221 GO
Romantic 'prospects for a
forthcoming trip. Cultural get-
togethers may lead to on
important introduction, but
don't mix business With
pleasure.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)J24
The unespected at home
turns into a pleasant surprise
Relations with those at a
distance may be strained. Ae
realistic about romance.
VIRGO
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 221 RP%
The accent is on com-
municating feelings. Be sure
to reciprocate, if another
voices romantic thoughts
Sign no financial documents.
LIBRA





chance for financial gain. One
romantic ,interest may-not bes
SCORPIO
/ Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) ni/eV
Love at first sight is now
possible, but be careful of
hafeaeltphlaacned . self-indulgence.
Make sure valuables 'are in a
s
SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
You'll want to dwell in
private on the import of
unexpected news. Home
Crs eAleapr nxRas icoctan Rt hNbaent t ge or n gb eo t it. for
i Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) V
Gadding about the neigh-




viting others over, though,
could disruptsru ept . household in
sts
Jan. 20 to Feb.'ill'lr-w_3
New career opportunities
offer the prospect of quick
profits, but handle touchy
superiors carefully. Friends
and money don't mix later pn.
PISCES
( Feb. 19 to Mar. 20
Unexpected or sudden
travel turns out pleasantly. Be
cgarraevful though not to spend
unwisely. Distrust those who
flatter for ulterior motives.
, YOU BORN TODAY are
lucky
itaintebustoinewshsat chance 
throwsthrows your way. Enlarge
Your horizons and you will
make an impact on the world
at large. Your dramatic
nature makes you born for the
stage.
'Deck -1466




DEAR ABBY: I'm divorced and miserable. Even though I
was the one who asked for the divorce, it was a terrible
mistake.
I know there must be thousands of divorced people (men
as well as women) who would-give anything to go. back with
No. 1 but they don't know how to go about it.
Abby, will you please ask readers who were divorced.
regretted it and got back with No. 1 again to write and tell
you how they accomplished it'?
I'll do anything!
SORRY IN Sr. JO, MO.
DEAR SORRY: All right. Readers? And please let me
know how it was the second time around with No. 1.
DEAR ABBY: Our 18-year-old daughter has graduated
from high school and has steady employment, so now she
says she can do as she pleases. She is living at home (freel,
but she doesn't care what anybody thinks about her actions.
Her "old-fashioned" parents want to know if we have the
right to set some rules for her. We have asked her to be
home by 1 a.m. when she goes out on a date. (She's been com-
ing home anywhere from 2 a.m. to 4:30.) When we object to
her going to her boyfriend's apartment to watch TV for an
evening she says we have 'dirty minds."
She tells us if we don't "get off her back" she will move
out and rent with girlfriends. Of course she is trying to
assert her independence, but we t' ink she's overdoing it.
Please give us bewildered parents some guidelines.
BEWILDERED
DEAR BEWILDERED: Tell your daughter to sit down
with a pencil and paper and figure out exactly how "indepen-
dent" she is. Advise her that when she is able to support
herself entirely —and that means pay for her room, board,
clothes, transportation, entertainment, travel, doctor, den-
tist, and insurance —then she may live where she chooses,
and by her own rules. But as long as she lives with you, she
will have to live by yours.
DEAR ABBY: MY husband has bien miiking an issice--nut
of our 3-year-old grandson's choice of toys. He enjoys play;
ing with his sister's dolls and his mother's shoes.
My husband says this is an indication that the boy has
homosexual tendencies.
Could my husband's suspicions about his grandson be a
reflection of his • OWN repressed homosexual desires? I
wonder because he seems to hate women— part-kid-arty me.
He attacks sex as though it were a contest. When it's over,
he is surly and mean. No love, no tenderness or eloseness, I
submit but I don't enjoy it.




DEAR NAMELESS: Only a trained psychotherapist
would be able to determine whether your husband is pro-
jecting his own "homosexual tendencies" to his grandson.
His attitude about w oindi and lovemaking is no more con-
clusive proof of homosexual" tendencies than your
grandson's choice of toys. '
NAMELESS, PLEASE
•
Easter Egg Hunt Is
Scheduled At Club
The Easter Egg Hunt for
pre-schoolers through third
grade of the Murray Country
Club is scheduled for Satur-
day, April 14, from 10 to 11
a.m, at the club.
Janice Ryan, Vickie Baker,
Janice Howe, and Martha
Cook are members of the




Mrs. N. P. Paschall of





Clamour and drama have
become important again after
being eclipsed by the
naturalness of the Seventies.
The whole point is that
everyone in the fashion industry
is generally moving away from
the girl-next-door idea as the IN
way to look.
Nearly all the new hairstyles
for 79 are neater, smaller and
steelier. This puts more focus on
the face
To bring off the new looks, we
need makeup that honestly
looks more like makeup, but
not the pale-faced,' red-
mouthed, turquoise (one shade)
shadowed eye with heavy flut-
tering put-on eyelashes. Nor is
the -natural 10O17 mikeup of
the 'Sixties and early 'Seventies
going to loos quite right with
the broad-shouldered suits and
the more structured dresses
with their tight belts. Nor with
gloves and pumps. In the 79
fashion faces, the lips and the
eyes are the dominant features
in that _order.. MWt Ark* goes
on the mouth, less on the eyes
and cheeks. This does not mean
we will not be using eye
shadows; on the contrary, we
will be using more, but in
neutral shades, with more
definitive lines created with .
mascara and eyeliners. ThereeiC
also less intense color in the
blusher; when it us used, the
cheek color will be more like a
contour blusher.
For help with your individual
makeup you are invited to
come to Merle Norman















Only 46 Restaurants in Kentucky are Quality





Enioy a FREE Dessert with your Dinner
Select o charbroiled U.S.D.A. Choice Steak or o Seafood Din-
ner, fresh from the ocean and






is open Monday through Sunday at 4 p m
Special Banquet Facilities





Highway 641 N. .
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Letters To The Editor
Views On Band Program
To The Editor:
Many of us connected with the
Murray High School System are most
concerned with the cut in the band
program from three band directors to
two. Since we will have approximately
the game number of students in the
program, grades 6-12, next year we
know that this will have an adverse
affect upon the quality of the program.
Why is it that when cuts appear to be
dictated our music and art and
humanities programs have to suffer the
most? Why as citizens must we always
be so shortsighted? Since we don't
expect our future doctors, engineers,
scientists to wait until high school or -
college for math and science, why do
we expect this for our future mugitians,
entertainers, craftsmen, architects,
etc.
Stop and think, what vould life be like
without music and art in our lives.
Where would the talent come from for
our community theaters, local sym-
phonies and choral societies? It's not
Just the careers that we should con-
sider, but the pleasure that comes not
only personally but for the whole
community from an avocation.
Music, art, and speech offer such
wholesome outlets for students not
athletically inclined. I truly feel that
participation in band or chorus offers a
discipline and team cooperation far
above any that can be found in any
sport. Above all it's an activity that can
be carried on until well past our senior
years.
I feel strongly that the student who
has musical or artistic talent should be
encouraged as early as possible. I have
a son whose only ability lies in music
and because he was able to start a
music program in the third grade i in
another state), he has been accepted
into the army band upon completion of
high school Isn't this what we are
alming for in the education of our young
Sunday School .
Lesson
- people - either preparation for a job
after high school or a chance for more
education be it language, music, art,
math, science or whatever their
preference.
I would hope that we could all support
the good programs that we presently
have and make sure the quality of the
whole program is maintained and
constantly improved.









I went to the Community Easter
Service on Wednesday and would like to
commend the Ministerial Association
for sponsoring this united worship. I
saw several pastors and members
representing several different churches
doing what God has called us to do,
which is to glorify Him together.
I know God was well pleased in seeing
his people come together and lift him
up. Too many times we spend time
defending our "doctrine" and stressing
our differences instead of stressing the
love of our Lord Jesus Christ.
I believe the Bible puts it best in I
John 4:7: "Beloved let us love one
another, for love is of God and he who
loves is born of God and knows God."
Let's show our love by coming out
together at Roy Stewart Stadium at 6
Easter morning and worship God
together. Remember Christ humbled
Himself and came to earth and died on
the cross and rose again so that we










There were people in Corinth who
denied the glorious doctrine of the
bodily resurrection of the dead. Their
denial of and opposition to this great
and fundamental doctrine prompted
the writing of this masterful message
respecting the truth Of the resurrection
which is recorded in I Corinthians t5.
One purpose of this marvelous treatise
was to establish the faith of all
Christians who might be subjected to
false teaching on this sublect.
Therefore, its great truths are of vital
importance to every child of God in
every generation.
In the fewest words possible, the Holy
Spirit through Paul gives ifs the most
comprehensive explanation 2f the
meaning, significance, and valabf-.The
resurrection in this chapter. To em-
phasize the vital importance of the
resurrection of Christ to Christians,
Paul stated that if Christ had not been
raised from among the dead, Christians
would be the most miserable of all
people. The Apostle made it clear that
"if Christ be not risen," which is the
blackest assumption imaginable, then
He would still be dead, all of the
preaching which has been done through
these more than nineteen centuries
would have been useless and "vain"
because it would have been the
dissemination of a falsehood, all the
faith which has been exercised in Christ
would have been worthless and fruitless
because it would have been rooted in a
delusion, the faith of all living
Christians would now be resting on
what never happened, all believers in
Christ would still be unsaved, the
righteous dead would have perished,
and the Christian life would be an in-
describable misery. But, thank God,
due to the fact that Christ did arise, our
horizon shines with the light of eternal
hope.
Verse twenty states, "But now is
Christ risen from the dead, and become
the first fruits of them that slept." No
other event in history is supported by
such an unimpeachable body of
testimony as the resurrection of Christ.
This fact enables us to. turn aside from
the black path of incredible assumption
and stand again in the light of the
resurrection and rejoice tn the
memorable words of verse twenty.
At the beginning of harvest the Jews
displayed a sheaf of wheat. It was a
guarantee of more grain in the field and
a token of assurance of a good harvest.
When Christ was raised from the dead,
He was the first sheaf of the
resurrection, and that event was a
pledge of our resurrection as believers,
and as a sample of what ours-will be
like. Just as in Adam all die, even so all
believers in Christ shall be raised from
among the dead and be made alive. But
it must be remembered always that,
only those who are "in Christ" will be
victorious over death and the grave. At
the return of Christ the resurrection of
Christians will take place (I
Thessalonians 4:16). Immediately
thereafter the Christians who will still
be living on the earth will be changed
from mortals to immortals. Then the
resurrected dead-anti-the transformed
living shall be caught up together to
meet their Lord. What a meeting that
will be! How grateful we should be for
the blessed assurance that we shall be








And it came to pass, that., 
as He
was praying in a certain place, 
when
he ceased, one of His discip
les said
onto Him, lord, teach us, 
to pray.
Luke 11:1 -
What better teacher coulli Cod






1822-1976 By Dorothy and Kerby Jolting:
g•pyriod, 117$
• •-•••-•-•+++++444-•
The village's slaughWr house was on' the old Con
cord Roadt—a--
quarter mile below the railroad tracks just before 
yob gbt to the
'old Cutchin Slough. In its heydey the house did 
a flourishing busi-
ness. Attesting to its perpetual popularity was the presen
ce of stately
buzzards. Six to eight in a row atop the roof ridgepole: 
The motely
birds in their_Edgar Allen Poe rendezvous perch in a,
 death watch
was a source of admiration - and awe for barefooted boy
s Who dared
• not to disturb the sentinels of doom because the 
cooperative odors .
from the abattoir levied a formidable but unseen sa
fety barricr.
Passing grown-ups would wager a bottle of Morris' sod
a pop In
calculating the exact number of birds atop the lodgment 
the momen`
the wagon passed in line north and south, discounting a
ll fligli.
occurring iii The vehicle's passage. '
The slaughter houses supplied the butcher shops. Crass fe
d
carcasses delivered in the afternoon to the butcher shop, wer
e still
fresh as a daisy by next morning with prices ranging from 10
 to 15
cents a pound for choice cuts, 5 cents for remnan,y. Choice 
whole
beef livers went unclaimed for the sum total of a nickel. Many a
Murray stalwart from less privileged families attained maturi
ty
nourished on this eye-saving tidbit.- Unsold third day parts, depen
d-
ing on the vagaries of the thermometer, hit the bargain basement
In proportion to climatic changes. After' all is said and done, no
patron of today's supermarket would dream of accepting_third day
viands like the early people-who suffered a belly ache subsistence
without growling. No wonder, the average span of life laarcly
. reached 35 years.
Before Old Pied, the -cow, -treaded the descent below the rail-,
road tracks, the family milker in Murray was held in high esteem
defended- with the zealousness of the sacred cow of India, for she
was" the prinuipat !molly -provider- three meals a day.
town flourished, the cow pastures diminished in the -village. Solt,.
tion to the grazing shortage resulted in town cows running at lar
ge
Early people had used the open range from the birth of the village.
Most every enterprising town family maintained a cow Wi
rt
participated in the heifer privilege to run at large on village streets,
excepting those few aristocratic families with the available (ash
• to purchase dairy needs from a next door neighbor. 'floe primit
ive
custom of a common pasture in the town, inch by _inch, succ
umbed
to the political pressure of loCal politics after it had blazed 
inn,
rebellion. The town cows were pitted against farmers, a strange
but contending force. The over-grazed cow pickings forced
 Old Pied
into robbing the rftid-day animal feed of hay and corn se
t aside in
wagon i by fanners coming to town.. Outraged tillers of the soil
would.beat.off the poor things, 'but nest into submission, for the pro-
. vido-s Of the dairy ne
eds would lie in wait for their chance to grab
•a grub stake, even 'to the extent of nibbling on basket lunches Of
the ag men." •
To Be Continued
`WA5N'7 TO-/AT A NICE GREASE JOB?'
hEARTLiN
k 
Heartline is a service for senior
(Athens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems - fast. II
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heartline, 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
Include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: This spring I was
planning to have an-addition put on my
house. I have heard that there area fel'
"bad apples" in this business. Can you
give me any advice on locating a
-reputable person to do the work? - K.
W.
The home-repair business is like any
other - a few "bad apples" slip in and
sometimes give the industry a bad
name. For the most part, contractors
are craftsmen who take pride in their
work.. However, due to the "bad ap-
ples," we must be cautious when
having work done on our homes.
Before contracting for hane im-
provements, do the following:
Call your Better Business Bureau
to check out yolk' prospective con- ,
tractor's reputation.
- Check with' the home-
improvement loan manager of your
bank on the contractor's financial
stability.
- If it is a major 'job, get at least
three bids.
- Look for a contractor who' is a
member of a professional trade.
organization such as the National Home
Improvement Council or the National
Remodeler's Association.
- Be leery of companies that insist
you pay 40 percent or more in advance.
Ten or 15 percent should be plenty.
- Put a "hold-back" clause in the
contract. A hold-back clause stipulates
that you don't have to pay the last-10 or
2) percent until 30-,, days after com-
pletion of the job. It gives you . some
leverage if something is done im-
properly,
- Make sure your contractor has
property damage liability insurance
and workmen's compensation.
- If you are contracting for a major
job (over 91,0001, have a lawyer check
the contract.
Here are some ways that the "bad
apples" give themselves away:
1. The "Left-over Material" Pitch: A
man in work clothing approaches you
and says that he just finished a job
down the street and has just enough
material left over to do the same job for
you. No reputable contractor will over-
order so much on a job that there is
enough left over for a whole second job.
2. The Out-of-State License Plate:
Many disreputable contractors stay one
step ahead of the law by moving from
state to state. Make sure that any
contractor who wants to work for you
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Funny,
Funny World
Joey Adams says his ir f e did an
amazing job of paper training their dog.
"Now, if she could only train him to
wait until I'm through reading it."
f:"-tiii•••41(w-
has a permanent residence in your
-- area.
3. The Quick Estimate: Legitimatt
contractors will give you a detailed,
written estimate of the cost of labor and
material. The contractor who gives you
a quick estimate after a few moments
of thought is usually out to make a fast
buck.
4. The High Pressure Tactic: The
contractor will tell you that he has to
know immediately whether you want
him to do the job or not. Agedd con-
tractor will give you all the time you
want to make a decision.
5. Lack of References: If the con-
tractor cannot give you the names of at
least two satisfied customers, be very
leery.
HEARTLINE: I have tried to get a
clear understanding of why I was flatly
refused railroad retirement benefits
when my husband was involved with
the railroad for over 25 years. My
husband received his retirement from
1970 until his death in 1975. I am
disabled and I finally got my Social
Security, but all my friends whose
husbands worked 'shorter years get
their railroad retirement. I would like
to know how they ruled me out even
after I became Ige 65. - D. B
We contacted the Railroad Board on
your behalf and received information:
Upon the death of a perSn_who worked
in both the railroad ~rx and in
Social Security-covered employment,
his earnings-credits under both systems
are, by law, combined, and siu-vivor
benefits are paid by only one agency,
either the Railroad Retirement Board
of the Social Security Administration.
This is true even though he may have
received retirement checks from both
agencies during his lifetime.
In your husband's case, the Social
Security Administration, by law, has
jurisdiction over all survivor benefits
payable because your husband worked
under Social Security for several years
after leaving the railroad-industry and
before his retirement. Therefore, his
railroad retirement credits were
transferred to the SSA upon his death.
Any Social Security benefits payable on
your hdband's account are based on
his total earnings under both the




State funds will be used to help
finance construction of a new $200,629
library project in Murray and Calloway'
County, according to Kentucky Gov.
Louie B. Nunn. The check for $10,995
was presented to a delegation from the
Calloway County Library Board-Max
B. Hurt, Dr. A. H. Kopperud, Mrs.
George Hart, and Jack M. Belote.
Deaths reported include Mrs
Melville Cook, 84, Harry D. Henderson,
and Norman H. Beck, 30.
The Rev. Norman Culpepper, pastor
of the Memorial Baptist Church, is the
evangelist at the revival at the First
Baptist Church, Henryville, Ind., this
week.
Mr. and Mrs. James C. Paschall of
Murray Route 2 announce the
engagement and approaching
marriage of their daughter, LaJeanna,
to Eddie Gregg Chapman, son of Mr
and Mrs. E. G. Chapman of Cuba.
The Twin Lakes Coonhunters Club
will sponsor a Buddy Hunt on April 19 at
the club.
20 Years Ago
"Watershed in Miniature" is the
theme of .a model watershed display in
Murray from April 14 to 20 by the of-
ficials of the East Fork Clarks River
Watershed. The display will be at the-
Bank of Murray from April 14 to 16 and
• at the Peoples Bank from April 17 to 20.
.;,o Deaths reported include Albert C.
Ann WFilther, Sandra Hamrick, Betty
Hart, Mary Leslie Erwin, and Donna
Ruth Grogan of Murray High School
are attending the Kentucky Speech
Festival at 'Lexington.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Rudy Lovett and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. ISSac W. Dowdy.
Mr. and Mrs. Clayborne Jones am /
nounce the engagement and
proaching marriage of their daughter,
Louise, to Roy Weatherly, son of Mrs.
Roy Weatherly and the lite Mr.
Weatherly.
New officers of the New Concord
Parent-Teacher Association- are Mrs.
Hardiman Miller, Mr's. Joe Bybee, Mrs.
Alonzo Forrest, and Mrs. Wendell
Allbritten.
30 Years Ago
Ann Shroat of Murray Training
School received a rating of excellent in
oratorical declamation at the Kentucky
High School Speech Festival held at
Lexington. .
The Murray Ministers Association
will sponsor a Good Fay service at
7:30 p.m. on April 15 at the First
Methodist Church with the. Rev. Hugh
M. Riley, pastor of the First Christian
Church, Paducah, as speaker, and Mrs.
Bobbie (Odine ) Grogan as soloist.
Deaths reported ;include Johnnie
Edward Moris, 83, and Dr. J. E. Wall.
Sue Stubblefield, Joe Coleman, Eula
Mae Rose, DOrtha Ann Hendon, Alice
Fielder, Darrell Mathis, Donald Stom,
Julia Rowlett, Jackie Winchester, and
Richard Arnold are members of the
cast of the senior play, "Raggedy
Nann," to be presented by the senior
class of New Concord High School on
April 15. Edward Curd is the sponsor.
Members of the cast of the play,
"Amazing Gracie," to be presented
April 15 by the senior class of Lynn
Grove High School are Gerald
Dunaway, Hilda Jo McCamish, Glen
Rogers, Earl Spann, Larue Jones,
Annette Butterworth, Billy Howard,
Lila Myers, Bobby-Wilson, Annie Jones,
and Wanda Lamb. The sponsor of the




By Rev. Earl Warlord
Baptist Minister
"But God - hath quickened us
together with Christ," Eph.45.
"That I may know him, and the power
of his resurrection," Phil. 3:10 a. These
statements from Paul's writings ex-
press the desire of many Christians to
live triumphantly in this present age.
The dentre to be more than conquerors
through Christ's impowering presence.
The spiritual life of a Christiantakes
on a resurrection-power. Those who
have known sin -from experience are
finding a measure of victory through
the abiding presence of the Holy Spirit
in life. The injunction of Paul to the
Colossian brethem in 3:la is," If
(since) ye then be risen with Christ,
seek those things which are abotte."
This is not only an instruction to be
believed but also an experience to be
shared.
"Victory in Jesus" may be the delight
of every believer. The person who has
not experienced forgiveness of sins
cannot understand this transformation
in life. Paul says in I Cor. 2:14, "The
natural man receiveth not the things of
the Spirit of God - neither can he know
them, because they are spiritually
discerned."
Nicodemus was told by Jesus in John
3, "Except a man be born again, he
cannot see the kingdom of God." The
Christian life is a • hidden life to those
who have not been born of the Spirit. "If
our gospel isr hid, it is hid to them that
are lost," 2 Cor. 4:3.
The fact that the Christian life is
imperfectly manifest in the lives of
Christians gives CaliSe for many to
doubt its reality. We do have this
spiritual treasure in earthern vessels.
And though Christians have a desire to
live for Christ, many times the wiles of
the Devil leads them to committ a sin
Paul lets it beknown that he has not
. become all he longs til )e. Rom. 7 : 22 if
gives a vivid expression of his
frustration in seeking to live a life fully
committed to the will of God. He did not
give up in this desire to live for Christ.
He said, "I press toward the mark for
the prize of the high calling of God in'
Christ Jesus," Phil. 3:14.
Peter in his second epistle exhorts the
believer to grow in the grace and,
knowledge of the Lord Jesus Christ.
John encourages us witti toe
assurance:" It doth not yet appear What
we shall be: but we know that - we
shall be like him," I J no. 3 : 2 So we
"keep on looking to Jesus" and refuse
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by John Le Carte.
Knopf, 1977; Bantam, 19781 
By Mary Jane Tinunerman
Department of Art
Murray State University
The British Secret Service
was all but destroyed after
George Smiley exposed its
former chief as a "sleeping"
Russian agent. Its network of
agents and couriers had to be
abandoned. It was to be
rebuilt. Smiley, "dumpy,
unimpressive.. myopic''
Smiley, was chosen for the
job.
Working with him was a
small, select group of clever,
experienced agents. Le
Carre's novel describes their
attempt to uncover the
mystery of a "gold seam"
they discovered — a half
million dollars in Soviet/
money which had beef
depoeitecl in a trust account in
the Bank of Indochina in Hong
Kong.
The trail led tcva "mickey-
mouse a _ company
called Inddcharter Vien-
tiane," whOse most noticeable




tew passengers and freight,
legal and illegal, to Saigon,
Phnom Penh and anywhere
else in Southeast Asia, was,
owned by a series of Chinese
holding companies bilsed in
Hong Kong.
Smiley sent the Honourable
Jerry Westerby (nicknamed
the Schoolboy) to Hong Kong
under cover as a foreign
correspondent to ferret out the
name of the .beneficiary of the
"gold seam" account. The
beneficiary was unknown, but
he turned up the name of Mr.
Drake Ko, rich and influential
Hong Kong businessman, who
founded the account and in-
directly owned I ndoc ha rter
While Westerby was
studying Ko at the race track
he saw Ko meet a spec-
tacularly beautiful blonde,
Lizzie Worthington, formerly
IndOctuirter's office girl and
Tiny Ricardo's mistress.
Smiley and his researchers
believed the blonde to be the
pressure point through whom
they could exert influence on
Ko, to cause him to reveal for
what and for whom the half
million in Soviet gold had been
Locked away.
The group also discovered
that Drake had a deep
devotion for .his younger
brother Nelson who had
become a power in the Chinese
Communist government in




hint to have given secret in-
formation to Moscow and to
have been paid through the
"gold seam" account.
The trail finally led back to
Tiny Ricardo, not dead after
all, and his opium-ferrying
aviation company. Westerby's
pressure on KO, through
Ricardo and the beautiful
Lizzie, worked, and Ko took
steps to bring his brother out
of China, to the satisfaction of
Smiley and his group.
HolVever, before the story
ended, Westerby violated
orders because of his passion
for Lizzie. Smiley's pain-
stakingly plotted scheme
began to fall apart. In the end,
the bad guys do lose, but it is
the politicians who win —
Jerry Westerby loses the most
of all.
Le Carre is a tireless
researcher whose own
methods must rival those used
in the spy business. His plot
staggers through a maze of
exotic etents, a few_ bits of
shocking violence, and ex-
traordlnary characters with
often dubious motivations.
But underneath the explicit
detail and methodical -
structure of the storytelling
lies the giant jigsaw puzzle of
the human relationships
which form the main
motivations. Serious moral
problems result from con-
flicting loyalties. Private
feelings contest with public
duties. Friendships are
casual-, exploitive and
devoted; love is brotherly,'
chlialrous or passionate.
Loyalties, especially political
and patriotic ones, are im-
portant and.. sometimes
betrayed.
Smiley's statement to Jerry
Westerby sums up a key
message: "I've always been
grateful to this service that it
gave me a chance to pay, ...I
don't think we should be
afraid...of devoting ourselves.
Is that oldfashioned of me?"
School Lunch Menus Released For Coming Week
The menus for the various
lunchrooms in the county and
city schools fbr the week of
April 16 to 20 have been
released by Glincia Jeffrey,
foods supervisor for Murray
City, and Joanna Adams,
foods supervisor for Calloway
County. The menus are
subject to occasional change
due to availability of food.








beef sandwich, tacos; Friday-
beef and gravy, submarine.
Hamburgers, hot cjogs, salad
bar, and a variety of fruits,
vegetables, and desserts are
featured each day.
MURRAY MIDDLE--
Monday-pizza or hot dogs;
Tuesday-spaghetti or ham-
burger; Wednesday-chicken
-or chef salad; Thursday-
tacos or hamburger; Friday-
pizza or barbecue sandwich.
Dessert and a choice of fruits






and cheese, green beans, fruit
salad, cake; Wednesday-
spaghetti, tossed salad, ap-
plesauce, French bread, ice
cream. Thursday--
hamburgers, French fries,
Iruit gelatin, cookie; Friday-
sacklunch-peanut butter and





fries, thin sliced beef, deep
dish pizza, green peas, corn on
cob, French bread; Tuesday-
harnburgers and fries,
vegetable beef soup and
grilled cheese, BLT's, tri-
taters, pork and beans;
Wednesday-hamburger and
fries, barbecue, fried chicken,
creamed potatoes, purple hull
peas, rolls; Thursday-
hamburger and fries, pizza,
sloppy joes, green beans,
carrots; Friday-hamburger
and fries, submarines, meat




hamburger and fries, country
fried steak and gravy, green
peas, gelatin salad with fruit,
creamed potatoes, rolls;
Tuesday-hot dog and fries.
BLT sandwich, baked beans,
French fries, chocolate cake;
Wednesday--cheeseburger
and fries, fried chicken, corn,
broccoli with cheese, rolls,
apple crisp; Thursday-hot
dog and fries, taco salad with
cheese, lettuce, and tomatoes,
applesauce, donut, ice cream;
Friday-haniburger and fries,
pork chop patti, baked potato,
carrot coins, rolls, banana
pudding.
Report Released
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -
U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard, D-
Ky., a candidate for t)e
Democratic gubernatorial
noniination, today released
his 1978 federal and state
income tax returns, reporting
total income of $63.36619.
Hubbard, filing joint returns
with his wife, Joyce, listed his
income as congressman at
$57,500. He reported a loss in
farm income of $2,273,90.
Honoraria, trustee fees and
miscellaneous inCome totaled
$8,075.
On the federal return,
Hubbard listed $15,577.78 in















Casual short sleeve tops com-
plemented by plaid trim collar, band
bottom and cuff. 80120 cotton/nylon.
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with trim in a variety







































Simulated leather uppers with stylish lardrop cutouts. High
contoured cork wedge,AiApa.10 1.
Ide







Short sleeve, button front shirt with
welt hemmed steeves, • 2 flap





Handsome 10-oz. jeans with two
34-front pockets complemented
by piping trim and two back








Short sleeve top accented





Sharp-looking poly woven gabar-
dine slacks complemented by





Dressy shiny uppers with delicate tear-








Simulated leather uppers: couplortable padded

















Casual short sleeve top
with 2 flap pockets and
front yoke with collar
100',, cotton. Pastel col-




The latest styles with novelty waist
and pocket treatment t00% cotton










The latest styles with novelty
trim in an array of colors and




Pull-on stots with novelty
pockets and trims. Latest






'THE MURRAY, Ky., LEDGER & TIMES
HOME FEDERAL
12th & Main - Murray, Ky.
Attend The Church Of Your Choice
lolgrocinh
Bibles & Church Supplies
Reference & Inspirational Books












• Complete Automatic Transmission Service
209 S 7th
• (soapier, Tune-op & Repair Service














Your Uni-Royal Tire Dealer
1/2 Block E. of S. 12th
Phone 753-1489
Heed Cotham Co., Inc.
Heating, Air Conditioning, Sheet Metal •
8th S. Chestnut 753-4132












Ski Boat and Pontoon Boat Rental
Ky. Lake State Park Ph. 474-2245
Kentucky Pied Chau
"tt's finger lickin Good"
Try Oer Delielsecieef sod Hes Sandwiches




South 12th St. - Murray























-Go To Church Sunday'.
753-4563
Randy Thornton Service Co.
aw Cendinowing Hessen Cesisperciel fitefrisenswe
SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
802 Chestnut • Phone 753-8181
Pizza Hut pizni
•Pizza•Pasta•Seadwiehos 4ilut





Evening Worship 11:3ip no
EMAIAJWIL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship 11:10a
Evening Wo ritup 111p m.
FIRST UMW
Monsing Worship 10 45 am.
Evening Worship 7 00 p m.
WEST FORE
Morning Worship 11 Na.
esstay Evening I Sipa








Morning Worship 11 00 am.
Evening Worship 7 30 p
POPLAR SPRING
Morning Worship II 00a m
Evening Worship 6 30 p.m
GRACE BAPTIST
Sunday School 9 45 •.m.
Morning worship 10: Wass.
Singing. Evening Won 5 30, CM pss.
• la 000 MIR
Morning Worship 11 AO a.m.
Evening Worship I 30 p.m.
IIIISIT 'AIME
Morning Worship 11 00 • .m
Evening Worship 7 30p m
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship 10 SOa m
Evening Worship 6 00 p m
NEW NT. CARMEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship 11 00a m
Evening worship 7 00p m
niorr BAPTIST
Morning Worship 11 Warn
Evening Worstup 6 45 p.m
_ _ CURRY CORNER
Morning Worship II 00e m
Evening Worship 7 00 p m
ILIA GROVE BAPTIST
Morning Worship 11•00a.m.
Evening Worship 6 15 p.m
SALEM BAPTIST
Morning Worship 11 a.m
Evening Worship 1,15p.m
SUGAR CRIER
Morning Worship 11• 00 ain
Evening Worship •
OWENS CHAPEL
Morning worship 11 00 a.m.
.Evening Worship 5 30p m 56 00p m
MOUNT molts FRIEWIU Bonn
Sunday School 9 70 a.m.














1: 00 A .v1
00p M
11 00 am












Morning Worship 11 Warn
Evening Worship 7 00p m
CHESTNUT STREET GENERAL
Sunday School 10 00 a m
Morning Worship 11 00a m
aegay lerlIoolMISNOWAST BAPTIST
10 00 a.m
Preaching 11 003 m 56 00 p.m
Wednesday night • 7 p m •
SPRING CRIER
BAPTIST CHURCH
II 00 a.mMorning Worship
Evening Worship 7 00p.m
ST. /OWN BAPTIST CHURCH
Morning Worship 1045a.m.
Sunday School 9 Na.m
Y.
DEXTER BAPTIST,QIURCH
Wednesday Service . 6 30 p.m.
Sunday School 10 00 a m
Worship Service - - -00 a m
Sunday Nile iv mum= 6 30p in
















Worship Services 10-43a m , 6 CO pin
MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Worship 10 30 a rn
Bible School 9 30 a m
Evenuig Service 6 DO p m
OSURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
Of UTTER DAY SAINTS
Woodman of World Bldg
Sunday School 1043.  in.
Evening Service 4.30 p.m.
ST. LEO CATHOLIC
011,111(11_.
Sunday Mass 8 a in . 11 a.m., +40p.m.
Saturday Mass 6 30 p.m.
CHRISTIAN SPOKE
SERVICES
Farmer Ave and 17th St. Murray, Ky .
Suf,,ia,ays 11 00 a m Testimony meetingse
Wednesday I p m
JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES
Watchtower 10 Warn
Bible locture 9 30a m
ST. .101411'S EPISCOPAL
Worship How 9 45a m
Church School 11.00a.m.
litMAINUIR LIFTWERAW
Sunday School 10 15•.m.
(lurch Service 11 30a m.
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sabbath School Sat 10.30a.m.
Worship Service Sat 9-15a.m
Church of Christ
NEW PtOVIDE NCI
Morning Worship 11 00 a rr
Evening Worship 6 30p in
UNIVERSITY
Morning Worship 10 30 a m
Evening Worship 6 00p in
GREEN PLAIN
Bible Study lea.m






Morning Worship 11150 air





























Evening Worship 7 00 p m
Wednesdays)
/MAO
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9 45 a m
10 45 a m
515pm
6 00 p m
7 00p m
LOCUST GROVE CHURCH
Morning Worship 11 Warn
Sunday School 10 00 a m.
cvening woraun 3 313 p m
44 P S Worship .5-00 p m
Wednesday Evening 0.30pm
Presbyterian'
10 40*-- INERT! CVMMERLAND
on p, Sunday School 10 00 • m
, Worship Service 11 Warn
-N011711 PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday Skshool 9 43 a m
Worship Service 11 00. m
OAR 010 VI
Sunday School IS-Na m
Worship Services Ilam,7pm
MOUNT PLEASANT
Morrung Worship 11 00a m
Evening Worship 7 00p m
0 Na in /MDT PISSIITTERIAN -
I Warn. -•• Cbumh School I Warp


























Morning Worstu p 11 11111a.m
Evening Worship 7 711p.m.
UNITED, NEW CONCORD
Sunday Schonl 10 Maya.
Worship Services 11 Warn 6 00 pm
CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School II 00am.











UNITED. III MU AVE.
Sunday School 10 00 a in
Evening Worship 7 00 p.m
DEWARD'S CHAPEL
Sunday School 10 00 a m
Worship Service 11 00 a m
Evening Worship 7 00 p m
FAST UNITED
Sunday Worship 10 00 a m & 7 00 pm
Tues & Thurs 7 00 p m

















Sunday School 11 Warn'
MASON'S CMAPIL UNITED
Worship 11 103am
Sunday School 10 00a M
PAUSED'S UNITED
Sunday School 10 00 a.m.
Worship 11 00a.m.
AURTIW1 aunt num
,Worship Sr mice LW ass
Sunday School tO 30 a m
GOOD SINPORIO arm
worship semov 11 co • m
sums., School II 00 • m
INDIPINDENCE RIMED
Sunday_Sc hool 10 00 • m
Mornutg W.AVLII) II Warn
IltESET UNITED
Sunday School 10 Warn
Morrung Warship II Wain
Evening Worship 7 •1110 p.zri
COLDWATER UNITS
Worship Service 11 CC arntrat & Ind
Sunday 10 00 a m 3rd & 41h Sunday
School 10 Warn Ist & Ind Sunday. 11 00
am 3rd & Ith Sunday
TEMPLE NC UNITED
Morning Worship IS SOLOS.
Sunda,y School 11 011 a.m.
FIST METWODIST
Worship 1 40510 50•sn
IltSSILS CNAPII IMMO
Sunday School 10 00 a.m.
Morning Worship 11 00ani.
LYNN GROVE
Worship Ser.iir • 9 46 a.m
,..,,-Church School 10.43 a.m
GOSHEN isrmootst
Church School 10 00 a.m
Worship Service - 11.00 a.m.




Sunday School 10 00a in
Worship 1100am,600pm
MT. MORON
Worship Service 10 00 a In lot Sunday &
II 00 am, 3rd Sunday Sunday School
11 00 • m 1st Sunday. - 10 00 • m 2nd,
3rd, & 4th Sunday
Aw.g4ithift
Worship Service 10 00 a m 2nd Sunday,
11 Warn 4th Sunday, Sunday School
10 00 a rri 1st, 3rd. & 4th Sunday 11 00
am 2nd Sunday •
WATMEN CHAPEL
MAI CHURCH
Morning Services 10 45a m
KERR UNITED
Morning Worship 9 Warn
Sunday School 10 30a m
1st & 3rd Sunda) Night 6 Worn
spoors CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School 10 Warn
Morning Worship 11 Warn
2nd & 4th Sunday Night 7 00 p m
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School 9 45. m
Morning Worship 10 45 a m
Evening 7 OOo m
STONEY'S CHAPEL UNITED
Swiday School 10 00 a Sr






,403 Maple Phone 753-1713
West Ky. Rural Telephone
Glen B. Sears, Gen, Manager




"Serving Iviurray for 25 Years"
Pete and Anthony Rutlege
105 PineSt 753-3952 or 7S.1.6.5165
Keel Purchase Tire
Your Complete Tire Service Center
''We Service Them All - Large or Small"
Max Keel




Ivy. 641, Mom Ky. 153-8300

























Lynn Grove Rd. 753-5742
Captain D's
seafood







'S.rvg You USW 111117"
Blal Brats —111ardware
Case I luck Knives
751-1543




1 1,1 - Pro ,( tiptio ti SpeC1,11/si,
MURRAY, 104 N 5th ST753-8302
FREE
DELIVERr
[Willat LACWine hast•r Services
102 N. 4th 753-5397
Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.
GRAIN DIVISION
Highest Cash Prices for 5,or
Wheat & SoyheaPt





Hwy. 641 South 753-5986
Gallimore's Restaurant
Spfcsolizing in Catfish D nners













Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co.
Building Blocks & Ready Nis Concrete
East Main Street 753,3540
Love is Love's Reward
641 Super Shell
Free Pickup & Delivery
Open 6 10 • in (Lose,Il 00p.
Ssoulay Open 11 00 • NI Clete 10 00 p
Soot% I 216 Pismo. 753 9131
, 'FIREPLACE
SHOPPE
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The Kenlake Golf Course was open for play, but players found it difficult toputt out o0 the fourth green (above). High waters caused by the recent heavy
An Amazed Lietzke
By the Associated Press
AUGUSTA - Ga. Bruce
Lietzke was amazed.
"It's very surpriSing," he
said Thursday after becoming
a reluctant leader in the
opening round of the 43rd
Masters Golf Tournament
• with a 5-under-par 67.
"I don't have the confidence
in my shots to win the tour-
nament,- Lietzke said. "I
don't know where the shots
came from today, but maybe
it's the start of the confidence
I need."
The 27-year-old Tucson
Open winner confessed to
being in a trance when he put
together four straight birdies
ott/fle back side of the pic-
taresque 7,040-yard, par-72 -
Augusta National Golf Club
course' to forge aheati of the
select international field of .72
players.
"I was in a trance until the
17th hole,"-he said. "I had a 5-
foot putt there to break it. If I
had made 11., I very well could
have birdied_ the 18th."
Instead, he settled for a par
at 17 and then got his only
bogey of the day at 18. It left



























Arstlirerits4 Myth lbersise Castor
BARRETT'S
SERVICE CENTER
639 S 4th St.
Phone 753-9869
rains surrounded the green. The golf course is located 15 miles east ̀ Of
Murray on Highway 94. Staff Photo by Tony Wain!
Masters Leader Hopes 67 Builds Winner's Confidence
over his shoulder at two of the
top •shotrnakers in'the game—
Torn Watson, the favorite and
Player of the Year in 1977 and
1978, and Jack Nicklaus,
showing signs of overcoming
perhaps the worst slump of his
career.
Watson, leading money
winner this season, was tied at
68 with three unexpected
firstround contenders —
Leonard Thompson,. Joe
Inman and Ed Sneed.
Despite ideal weather,
Nicklaus, who had a 69,
labeled it "the kind of course
you could not take a run at"
because of difficult pin
placements.
"There were seven holes
today where if you put the ball
on the wrong side of the hole,
you could putt it right off the
4.
green," the five-time Masters
.champion said...` My putting
was okay, I just didn't make
much.
The 69 left Nicklaus in a tie
with former U.S. Open winner
Lou Graham, young pros
Andy Bean and Craig Stadler
and the 1970 Masters champ-,
Billy Casper, who at 47 said he
"struck a blow .for the old
folks."
Veteran Rod ,Funseth, who
Link Of 'Terrible Torn'
Isn't Exactly Good Now
AUGUSTA, Ga. I AP) - Six
weeks ago, Tom Weiskopf,
following the pro golf tour into
Florida's Sun Belt, was
stricken with a stomach
ailment and hospitalized in
Will Grimsley
Orlando, Fla.
He missed Orlando's drus
Classic. The next tt€k, he
teed it up in Jacki leason's
Inverrary tournaffient but had
to withdraw 7/again with the
can't keep his cool."
Weiskopf strode briskly to
the club house, obviously
upset. There, his playing
partner, J.C. Snead, sought to
console him.
"Don't let it get you down,"
Snead said as Weiskopf gulped
down a plate of ice cream,
-"That's the way it is with
people. They give you a label
and there's no way you cra'n
shake it off.
Weiskopf, 36, is 3/superb
golfing talent who/has been
runnerup four ,tifries in the
•Masters, won e British Open
and barely issed winning the
U.S. Ope and PGA crowns. In
1973, demonstrated his true
potential by winning five
tadrnaments in the space of
-tight weeks, shooting in the
60s in half of his rounds.
A lean, 6-foot-3 styl , he is
regarded by his s — even
Jack Nicklaus s being the
finest striker the ball in the
game.
His chilies heel, critics
say, s an ungovernable
He worked hard to achieve
his brilliant 1973 record, which
iincluded the British and
Canadian Open titles, he
added, and had .not given up
hope of repeating the ex-
perience.
"I proved myself," he said.
"The feeling was un-
believable. I think I can do it
again. Thep the people will
call me — as they did then —
'Tom Terrific' instead of 'Tom
the Terrible.—
MSU Invitational
chronicpiach ailment. Beg.ins SaturdayOn Doral in Miami.
There4 it was discovered he
hadiwo five-irons in his bag,
friceeding the 14-club limit,
and he was penalized 2
strokes. He shot 297 and tied
for 67th.
He failed to make the cut in
the Tournament Players
Championship at Ponte
Vedra. The next week at the
Heritage Classic in Hilton
Head, S.C., he was
disqualified for playing a
provisional ball. The next day;
his $150,000 house in Pine Top,
Ariz., burned tb the ground.
He finished 44th at the Greater
Greensboro Open.
Toni wasn't exactly riding a
streak of good luck when he
came to Augusta to play in his
. 12th Masters.
He was cruising along at
even par in Thursday's first
round until he dumped his tee
shot into the water on the short
12th, blowing to a triple bogey
6. He fought back to even par
andd then, after a brilliant
recovery shot, three-putted
the final hole for a 73.
Distraught, he slammed hisr-7-
putter into the bag.
A hiss was heard in the -
crowd. There was an ugly buzz
and someone was heard to
say:
"That's old Terrible Tom —
Eleven women's track
teams will begin competition
at 9 a.m. in the 10th annual
Murray State Invitational at
Roy Stewart Stadium
Saturday.
Entered are Murray, Austin
Peay, Eastern Kentucky,







from her team's victory over
Southern Illinois in Car-
bondale will carry over this
weekend. She rates Illinois
State, Memphis State and
Westtrn as probable
favorites.
The 10,000 meter will the be
the first running event at 9
a.m., argl preliminaries and
finals in track events will
begin at the same time. The
mile relay, the final event of
the day, will be at 4:15.
Can't Resist This Weedless Lure!
HILDEBRANDT'S 3),
nag less,






At Tackle Stores Everywhere!
HILDEBRANDT Famous for Spinners
log•nsport. Indiana 0147 
SINCE 1899
surprisingly tied for second
here last year, and Ray Floyd,
'winner of last week's Greater
Greensboro Open, were in a
group at 70. South African.
Gary Player, the defendk
champion, was one of eight;
players in at 1-under 71. /
Hale Irwin, often a con-
tender but never a w,idner in
the Masters, had p'72, while
Tom Weiskopf,/}e Trevino,
Ben Crenshw and Lanny
Wadk ins were in a large grout)
at 73. /
Arrløld.Pahner, a four-time
M ers champion who used
is tournament to become the
game's most popular player,
. recovered from a double
-bogeyand three bogeys on the,






LEXINGTON, Ky. — The
one-year suspensions meted
out to eight football players by
Coach Fran Curci capped the
latest in a string of unsavory
incidents that have plagued
Curci through his six previous
seasons at the University of
Kentucky.
The players, including three
starters, were charged with
rape and sodomy March 5 by a
19-year-old Lexington woman.
A Fayette County grand jury,
after two—day's altestimony,
decided the woman was a
willing participant and threw
out the charges.
But the university suffered a
black eye and, to his credit,
Curd moved to restore some
of its integrity.
Acknowledging the
seriousness of the incident,
Curci said he decided two days_
before the grand jury acted to
suspend the players, although
his 1979 squad will be woefully
inexperienced.
But Curci's reaction raised
serious questions about the
relationship between major
college athletics and. sports
' journalists.
Pa" incidents had been
"blywn out of proportion" and
damaged the football team,
,"Curci said, adding, "This
entire program has been
under jeapordy since we've
been here. We need a break."
While the latest incident
undoubtedly received wider
cniierage because those in-
volved avere football players,
not ordinary students, the fact
remains that sports writers do
not compile the police blotter.
The story could not be
ignored, nor could others
before it:
—The muraer conviction in
1975 of Elmore Stephens, a
senior on the 1974 team.
Stephens, who later was
sentenced to life in prison„
drew the Wildcats into his
case when he tried to use star
running back Sonny Collins in
building an alibi on the night
drug dealer Luron Taylor was
'strangled and his body
dumped in a river.
—Quarterback Derrick
Ramsey's charge in 1977 that
Kentucky fans booed him
because he was black.
—All-America Art Still's
disappearance after
professional ageqt Matt Snell
threatened to sue him. Snell
said Still verbally agreed
before the 1977 season to let
Snell negotiate his pro con-
tract, a violation of NCAA
rules.
—Assault charges lodged
last winter against John Bow,
Chris Jacobs and Benny
Naples. The charges later
were .. dropped against Bow
and Jacobs, but Najiles was
bound over to a grand jury.
Curci said the incidents
were trivial and indicated he
thought they should never
have appeared in print.
"I was in Florida recruiting
and I read a story that three
Kentucky football players got
Perdue Ranks 2nd
NASHVILLE — Murray
State second baseman Doran
Perdue trails only Morehead's
Jody Hamilton in the batting
race according to information
released by the Ohio Valley
Conference office.
Perdue's mark of .400 is
good for second .,place, while
Hamilton leads the way at .453
(29 of 64). Perdue also leads'
the league in stolen bases with
13 in 15 attempts.
The only other Murray.
hitter in the top 20 is Tani
in a snowball fight," Curci
said, "and one of them
I Naples) wasn't even on the
team."
But Naples was on the team,
although not on scholarship.
The "snowball fight"
allegedly was fought with
clubs and a fire poker and left
one university student with
broken jaw.
As for Still, Curci saie
,2/This thing was neve!
proven."
The charge was • real,
however, and Athletie
Director Cliff Hagan wanted .
to question Still, but couldn't - -
find him.
The Stephens incident ob;
viously was beyond Curcil
control, but it was Stephens./
not the Kess, who did Ken:
tucky football an injustice.
No sportswriter put words it/
Ramsey's mouth, but Curot
apparently felt his comments
should- never have beeti
printed.
The Kentucky 'coach seen*:
to feel the press either is fot
him OF against' him, that itie
duty is to publicize his footbalt
team, turn a deaf ear tre
anything negative, and ignore
the police blotter.
A
Fehn, whose .333 mark is 14th. •:'•
Doyle Miller's earned run::';
average of 1.13 — he is 2-0 —7.:
ranks him third in the league::: -
behind Eastern Kentucky's. .
Torn McNulty7T0.63) and
Morehead M* Mattox (0.90)
Other OVCnotes:
Murray State's men's te is
team is/Currently fourthjf the.7i
OVC, with a 1-1 con rence
biotic and 11-3 overa record.
"The Racer womet are 7-1:
overall, but they ave yet to•:
play a league ma h.
Come to the dealer





We've got Modown' herbicide for soybeans, the'
iierbicide that promises you control of your weeds
withourchemical carry-over
Modown controls velvetleaf. st-nartweed. jim
rlWeed lambsquarters. pigweed and teaweed It
even helps protect againsttall morningglory
- And because-ModownisriLa triazine. it can't ,
add to chemicat build-up in the 'soil. What's more.
."odown works at one rate on all soils, so you can
'at Your fields faster and more accurately with
,sf one calibration.
..4And becauseMobil Chemical is so anxio• us for 
a•
go:
you to try Modown this year. they re letting is give 4:
:̀..you an extra pbund or gallon-for every two you buy .e
So come on in now to the dealer who always ;I
wanM to give you the best deal
. ..:.
. Hardin Grain Elevator .i
Box 131 Hardin, Ky.
(502) 437-4102
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New York Philadelphia 2
San Fra 'o 4. San Diego 3
Pit • • 3.91
Ada. • LO, Los AngeM! 2
:Dn1 games scheduled
Fray's Games
Louis Vackovich 1-0, at Pittsburgh
Lson0-01, int
'Cincinnati Bonham PO • at San -Diego
!iliwchinko 04 I, in • •
'Atlanta • Media 0-1• at Los Angeles
'Atau 0-0,, in,
Houston J. Niekro 1-0 at San Fran-




;Philadelphia at New York
•Nt Lotus at Pittsburgh
:stiouston at Sari Francisco
....Cincinnati at San Diego, in)




St. Louis 3 1







ton Angeles 4 4
t tncinnati 4




Philadelphia at New York.
St Louis at Pittsburgh
Chicago at Montreal
Houston at San Francisco, 2
Atlanta at Los Angeles




































It al 'Three Series
GS Somers Cooler/see
• IllanoesidayS Giuue
- Ptuladalpina 122 New Jersey 114
Felday's Game
Ptuladelphia at New Jersey. .n.
Sunday's Game





Toronto 9, Chicago 7
Boston 12, Milwaukee 10
New York 5, Baltimore 0
Teem S. Cleveland 3
Calif ortua 7. Minnesota 1
Seattle 4, Oakland 3
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
New York ,Tiant 00, at Chscago_
Worth= 1-0 •
Kansas City • Splittorft 1-0/ at Toronto
4 Clancy 0-11
Baltimore t1:1 Martuiez 0-11 at Mil-
waukee Sorensen 0-11,
Detroit . Baena 0-11 at Texas /Ellis 1)-
0), in
California Asse 0.0. at Oakland (John-
son 011. nI




Menses City at Toronto
Cleveland at Boston
New York at Ctucago
Baltimore at Milwaukee
California at Oakland
Detroit at Texas. r n•
Minnesota at Seattle. n
COLLEGE
CLARKSON COLLEGE- Named
William O'Flaberty head hockey coach
ILLINOIS STATE-Named Donald G.
Kelley tnen's athlet,ic director
NEW MEXICO STATE— Named
Weldon Drew head basketball coach
PENN-Renewed the contract a Bob
Weintiauer, head basketball coach, for
four years
Wedneaday'a Game
Atlanta 100. Houston 106
Friday's Game
Houstok, at Atlanta. n
&today's Game




Denver 110. Los Angeles 105
Friday's Game
Denver at Los Angeles,
Sunday's, Game
Los Angeles at Denver, if necessary
Toesday's Game
Phoena 107. Portland 103
FrIda y's Game
Phoenix at Portland, flu
Smaday's Game
Portland at Phoenix, if necessary
victory over his Indians
Thursday night. "I don't know
who the scorer was — but he
missed the play. The ball hit
the heel of my glove. It was a
hit, not an error."
Ironically, Harrah's basei-
loaded error in the third in-
Transactions ning that opened the gates for
three Clevveland runs Was
made off a ground ball hit by
Bell, the very player that he
was traded for.
"I thought I hit the ball
pretty good," said Bell,
perhaps trying to lift the
goat's mantle off Harrah's
Harrah Error (Wasn't It?) Costly
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
There was Toby Harrah
playing third base for the
Cleveland Indians ...and there
was Buddy B'ell at bat wearing
the red, white and blue of the
Texas Rangers.
And then there was Harrah
later wearing a red face. •
, "You can see why I'm glad
to be out of Dallas," said
Harrah after being charged
with a costly -error that
handed the Rangers a 5-3,' 0; the Boston Red Sox stopped
the Milwaukee Brewers 12-10;
the Toronto Blue Jays out-
scored the Chicago White Sox
9-7 and the Seattle Mariners
edged the Oakland's 4-3.
/The Rangers loaded the
Uses in the third on walks to
Bump Wills and Billy Sample
and an infield single by 'Al
Oliver. Then Harrah let Bell's
grounder roll through his legs,
scoring two runs.
John Ellis followed with an
RBI single for Texas' final run
of. the inning. Sample drilled
an RBI single in the fourth for
• the final run off starter and
shoulders. -You have to have/.
some sympathy for any player 
who makes an error. Toby's a
good player, though. It-Won't
affect him."`"
In other American League
games, the CaldOrnia Angels
stopped the (Minnesota Twins
7-1; the Now York Yankees
beat the, Baltimore Orioles 5-
American League
pirates Hand Cards First Loss
.t By BRUCE LOWITT
AP Sports Writer
, For Don Robinson, it's a
• a*.
k ...National Leaguet rams -
7: matter. of control. For John
Milner, it's a matter of self-
control.
s Robinson,- whose wildness
.s dist him a chance at a victory
last weekend, was razor-sharp
on the mound for Pittsburgh
Thursday night.
And Milner. once
A unhappy starter on,,Ahe
mediocre New York Mets but
 now a satisfied reserve with
; the Pirates, madethe most of
a rare opportunity..
Those two performances












Discount." Give me a call
and get un the savings.
to,hesic homeowner. premium
Allstate'
You're in good hands.











&el Are tearer 733 4151
three-game tailspin and turn , In the rest of, the National
back the previously unbeatep League, the Mets shaded
St. Louis Cardinals 3-1. / Philadelphia 3-2, Atlanta
Rossman Trying
To Fight Again,
By the Associated Press
NEW ORLEANS — Mike
Rossman, the World Boxing
Association light heavyweight
champion, will climb into the
ring again Saturday against
Victor Galindez. This time, he •
hopes Galindez also comes.
Rossman won the title by:
stopping the Argentine in the
13th round in the Superdome-
last sept. 15 and was set to
defend it against Galindez on
Feb. 24 at Las Vegas.
On that Saturday afternoon,
Rossman showed up in the
ring at Ceasar's Palace, as -
witness - by a good-size live
crowd and a national
television audience, but he
.stood there waiting , and
waiting and waiting.. .the fight
never came off.
The bout was 'called off
because the WBA and the
Nevada State Athletic
Commission t-could not agree
on who should appoint the
officials.
"Boxing is being run by
guys_who sit behind' big desks,
smoke cigars/ and drink,
whiskey apt night," . a
disgu*ted 22-year-old
-Rossman said at the time.
Saturday, when he shows up
in the ring at the Superdorne,
RAdssman this tinie is expected
to get company in the person
of Galindez. The WBA and the
Louisiana -State Athletic
Commission have agreed that
the WBA should appoint
neutral officials. meaning n,,
Americans and no Argentines.
V.'ben Rossman. of Tur-
nersville. N.J., won the title
from Galindez — the same
night that -Muhammad All
regained the heavyweight
championship from Leon
Spinks — there were three
'Latin American officials. -
There was .no doubt that
Rossman won the 13th round
the round in which the fight
was stopped — and so he was
' an Obvious winner on the.




......."311_. S.C. — No. 1-seeded Martina
Navratilova defeated Barbara
.
rdan 6-2, 6-1 in a $150,000
w men's tennis tournament.
In other matches, Evonne
Gontagong defeated Renee
Richards 6-2, 7-5; Tracy
Austin beat Jeanne Duvall 6-3,
6-1; Lele Forood beat Regina
Marsikova of Czechoslovakia
.6-3. 6-7. 6=2; 16-year-old sen-







Leopinr. %.4••••01121- Orval. h
.% NH '41TI NE-FitEE.





Also Just Arrived Large
Selection Of Gift Items
beaten by veteran Laura
DuPont 6-0, 6-7, 6-4, and Kerry
Reid defeated Linda Siegel 6-
1,6-2.
MONTE CARLO, Monaco —
Unseeded John Alexander of
Australia defeated second-
seeded Guillermo Vitas of
Argentina 4-6, 7-6, 7-6, in the
second round of the $175,000





Jauffret of France, 6-7, 6-3, 7-
5; Victor Pecci of Paraguay
topped Rolf Gehring of West
Germany, 6-4, 6-7, 7-5, and
Raul Ramirez of Mexico
downed Tomas Smid of
Czechoslovakia 6-3,6-3.
TULSA, Okla. — Jimmy
Connors beat John Sadri 7-5,6-
I in the $50,000 Bank of
Oklahoma Grand Prix tennis
tournament.
clobbered Ces ;Angeles 10-2.-
and San Francisco edged San
Diego 4-3. ,
-Giving up no walks is a lot
more ..gratifying than getting
nine. strikeouts," said
inson, who- did both
gainst the Cards. "I gave up
...seven/hits a:al if . I Walked a
coup it would have been likt-
givi g them nine.
. walks cost me <I
chance for a win last Satur-
day," when he was gone
before the Pirates edge I
Montreal 7-6. -I walked son e
guys and I hit one with a pitch
You can't do that. Youhave
keep them off the bases."
Mets 3. Phillies 2
The Phils had plenty f
punch against Pat Zachry. L .t
not when it counted. The Met;'
slender right-hander surviV, I
a 12-hit barrage by squeezing
out of one jam after another.
His biggest feat was getting
Pete Rose out four times with
Phils in scoring position.
have no special feelings
about Pete Rose. I was just out
there trying to get him °silt,"
said Zachry. •
Braves 10, Dodgers 2
Four runs batted in by
Barry Bonnell and the four-hit
pitching of Larry McWilliams
carried the Braves past Los
Angeles, which lost for the
thiril straight tinie after
ss inning four in a row.
Bonnetl hit his third homer,
a two-run shot, off Andy
Messersrnith in the second
inning and ripped a two-run
double in the ninth. Dale





Chapman of Denvc. N.C.,
grabbed the big ba,ss if eight
pounds and took the k-ad-after
two days 'of the National Bass
Association's Kentucky-
National - Tournaff:ent at
Kentucky and Barklt,  lakes
Chapman's two-la atch •
stands at 20 pounds.
ounces. The other et:trant.s in
the top five and their weigh-
ins are: .Nelsor; Craft,
Cherryville, . 18-11;
Rowland Martin. Broken
Arrow, Okla., 15-14: 14111 Sch-
l. ',
Reagan Advances
NASHVILLE, Ten L —
David Reagan, a native of
Jackson, Tenn„ and a student
at Murray State, decisioned
Amos of Memphis in the
second 'round of the
heavyweight.-division to ad-
vance to tonight's smith ts
of the Southeastern 1AU
boxing Wiwi-it-4m.
In the other heavight
bouts, Nashville's Roy
Womble recorded :1 split
decision over Eduard
Somerville of Meniphs.
ville's • Michael .L.rthin
recovered front a first-ruund
knockdown to kporks-IT-A-
Austinville's Randy Waldrep
in the second round and




(EARN UP TO 512,500 SPARE TIME)
CU 1P4 ON OSIOONO FLOOR WITH OUR EAST Sttliar,NATIONALLY ADVERTISED -1.UNKER" BRAND Or BAIT yeoptas
Perhaps YOU can become OuTCristehmor
1BBC Features
• No Saint _ 100% Profit
• Restock Company Establtsrusd (Mires DISPIAYT TumIdsce
Worms Furnonso• 6 8 Haws Weakly
• No owth.so—Oparstrt F tom Horne • Bird Cup' Torrey.; \
Man Wonsan• Cash Business• or
(Worm Growers Not Accepted)
ACT TODAY, SEND FOR YOUR FREE BROCHURE'
Strwf name, addrea, phone, description *Amenities o,
BIB BAIT BROKERS CORP
  ar J, 1-800-243-4V10 EXT 20116
IISITAN(ITIONAI
 I PC Sox 616 Anhotit, sonatas, 37077
\111111111Wi.
midt. Tennessee Ridge, Tenn.,
13-6; and Basil Bacon, Rolla,
Mo., 11-15.
Ron Colbert of Mayfield is-
the only local participant in
the top 20. He and Ron Bobrow
of Louisvilletiedfor 12th,
loser Rick Waits. Texas
scored an insurance run in the
eighth on a bogie run by Oscar
Gamble off reliever Victor
Cruz.
Angels 7, Twins 1 -
Willie Mays Aikens drove in
three rims with a homer and a
sacrifice fly, and Chris Knapp
stattered four hits to lead
California over Minnesota.
In the second inning, Don
Baylor doubled and was
caught in a rundown on Joe
Rudi's fielder's choice
grounder before Aikens hit his
first major league homer, a
blast over the right field fence
.off Roger Erikson. In the
fourth, Aikens doubled and
scored on a double by Bobby
Grids. And in the fifth, after
former Twin Rod Carew drew
a walk and took third on
another double by Baylor,
Aikens hit a sacrifice fly off
reliever Jeff Holly.
Yankees 5, Orioles 0
Graig Nettles and Chris
Chanibliss cracked successive
home runs to ignite a five-run
New York burst in the second
inning and Tommy John
pitched a three-hitter as the
Yankees defeated Baltimore.
Red Sox 12, Brewers 10
Jim Dwyer's first American
Leagile hit, a two-run pinch
single with two outs in the
ninth inning, led Boston over
Milwaukee. Loser Reggie
Cleveland walked Jim Rice to
start the ninth and Carl
Yastrzernski, who hit a grand
slarn homer in the seventh,
followed with a single off
Jerry Autustine.
Blue Jays 9, White Sox 6
Rick Cerone's three-run
homer capped a six-run,
eighth-inning rally to lead
Toronto over Chicago. A
leadaff homer by Rico Carty
and a two-run single by Roy
Howell preceded Cerone's big
hit.
Mariners 4, A's 3
Pinch-runner Joe Simpson
scored on a passed ball in the
eighth inning as Seattle rallied
to edge Oakland. Simpson ran
for Bruce Bochte, who





Murray State football Coach
Mike Gottfried has announced
three public scrimmages
during his team's spring
workouts. The Racers will
play April .20 at Mayfield and
April 27 of Benton. The Blue-
Golq game date is still un-
determined.
The Racers worked out
today, but Gottfried gave
them Saturday off for Easter.
EASTER SURPRISE-
AT THE SONIC N\
The Easter Bunny can't be at the Sonic Easter,
but.. he's going to fix a Sonic Cup-Of-Goodies and a small
drink for the first 200 kids under 12 years old.
A number will be printed on the bottom of the cup. Save
it and check our marquee Monday, April 16th. If your




- at 1:00 p.m.
after church
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EDITOR'S NOTE — This.
the fifth sad last iastallnient of
an Easter series about the
Apustles, deals with their chief,
Peter.
By GEORGE W. CORNELL
AP Religion Writer
The "rock" had crumbled.
The • 'pillar" had fallen. Big,
bluff Peter, the chief apostle,
had denied his Lord and shame
whipped him like the ham-
mering of an angry sea.
He was the foremost, the
mainstay, the bulwark of Jesus'
confidence and trust for extend-
ing his work, but the brash,
crest, bold-talking Peter had
cravenly foresworn him. -
Three tunes, he had done it.
"I do not know him." Three
tunes, with mounting vehe-
nient•e, his blustering weakness
multiplying weakness, he had
blared out his repudiation of
Jesus, snorting and cursing.
"Man, I do not know him."
And now, like hollow mocking
laughter, through the misty
dawn over Jerusalem, came
that crowing of a cock, that
screeching derision, a coCk
Peter In Torment After Denying Jesus Thrice
(Towing in Jerusalem where no
cock could be kept, but crowing
all the same.
Abashed, loathing himself,
Peter put his sagging head
against a wall and beat on the
stones with his fists.
He had been the preeminent
apostle, the holder of the
"keys," the first mate and
standby of their master, skip-
pering their crew just as he
once skippered those fishing
trawlers in Galilee, barking or-
ders, setting courses
His house in Capernaum had
been their headquarters, the
redoubt where they planned,
conferred, rested from the fo-
rays. His wife was restored to
health through Jesus' spirited
presence. Peter was the up-
front one, doughty, uncere-
monious,. always speaking up,
venturing, inquiring, assertive-
ly taking stands, gritty and
game for the plunge. "Cephas,"
Jesus had dubbed him, the Ara-
maic .for "rock," which - in
Greek is "Peter," instead of his,
former "Simon."
But the rockribbed one had
caved in, failed. Peter slumped




All The Newest Releases First!
And The Lowest Prices In Town. 
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$6.49
World 
The es Selection of /Opel. and A1001/4$ in this sire°
of Sound
222Sa 12th St • 753-5865
face with his hands.
Mournfully, lengiogba Peter
remembered that coruscating
da'y at Caesarea Philippi on the
lofty, sun-swept slope of Mount
Hermon when Jesus asked
them, "Who do you say that I
am?' The others had alluded
vaguely to Elijah, Jeremiah,
the prophets.
Peter, however, his instincts
surging sure, had limned it in,
stark, ringing precision—Yol
are Christ, the son of the ,living
God."
"Blessed are you, Simon Bar-
jona!" Jesus had told him.
"Flesh and blood has not re-
vealed this to you, but my Fa-
ther who is in heaven. And I





Don't be left out, get a
Compact Gas Efficient Car
Limil•d4 Doc,
Now's the time to buy, while we have
Gret Savings' on atl-New 1978 & 1979
AMC Cars.
We Have 001, A few 1978's
Left. Selling Below Cost
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tell you, you are Peter, and on
this rock I will build my church
and The powers of death shalt'
not prevail against it.
Aye, the keystone, the mighty
rampart, collapsed like ratted
timber when the gale struck,
when the peril came, when the
club-wielding soldiers swarmed
the midnight garden and bound
Jesus like a bandit.
With the others, Peter had
fled pell-mell,' but he had fur-
tively followed to the scene of
Jesus' ore-dawn interroption
at the palace of the high priest, "
and with the aid of his cohort; -
John, acquainted with the
place, slid unnoticed into an
outdoor courtyard where ser-
vants and soldiers warmed
_-themselves -beside a grated
fire.
• They had eyed him suspi-
ciously as be moved in beside
them. With the firelight illumin-
ing the crimson of his beard
and rough muslin of, his Gali-
lean garb, the incriminating
questions had begun • closing
relentlessly' on him, and he,
shattered and unstrung by the
arrest, had flailed back Sri bla-
tant denial.
-This man also was with
him," a woman servant started
it, and Peter cringed. -I do not
know what you mean." But the
hostile insinuations, the rising
antagonism, kept piling on him.'
"This man was with Jesus of
Nazareth." "I do not know
him.'" -You are one of them."
"Man, I am not."
He backed away from them,
but, louder and more threat-
eningly, they kept at it. "Cer-
tainly you are one of them...a -
Galilean. •. .youraccent betrays
you...One of his disciples." "I
am not." Swearing, rasping
oaths, he had renounced it. "I
do not know the man!"
Just at that momentssarfoss
the shadowy coert in the ad-
joining lighted chamber, the
mauled, bruised and disheveled
Jesus had tarried his head to-
ward the door and gazed
silently out at Peter. The look,
pained yet unsurprised, had hit
him like a flight of arrows.
Stifling sobs, he had broken'
away, stumbling out the gate
into the dark, into his slough of
shame.
Only short hours before, as
they sat at table in the upper
room, when Jesus had spoken
forbodingly of his being put to
death, of his apostles' being
• scattered and falling away, Pe-
ter eetiemently had vowed i!
wouldn't happen.
"Though they all fall away
because of you, I will never fall
away." He had boomed it out.
"Lord, I am ready to go with
you to prison and to death. If I
must die with you, I will not
deny. you.
But Jesus had known,, had
measured those high-trumpeted
resolves crashing on the hidden
shoals of human frailty, and he
said gravely, "Truly, I say to
you, this very night, before the
cock crows twice, you will deny
me three times."
And so he had, and so that
squawking fowl bad flung its
scorn at him across the dark
housetops. Peter stared wood-
enly at the pavement. He had
given in, knuckled down to save
his neck, a weakling, with no
sap in him, like those lolling
reeds of the sea. He had dls-
oWned the truth the Lord had
given hirri„ the faith entrusted
to him.
"Oh men of little faith.- s
often Jesus had voiced that
lament, so often they had faller.
short. Not just this time, but
befor4, too, such as that tinIT
when Jesus was off alone, a-





They had been terrified aud
thought they saw a ghost ap-
proaching across the rollers.
but Peter, always the guts).
aggressiVe one, had yelled out,
"Lord, if 'it is you, bid me to
come to you across the water •
"Come," Jesus had shouted
back. The swashbuckling Peter
had clambered Over the side
and started out, promptly stpk-
ing, thrashing about, hollerin
"Lord, save me." Jesus had
caught his hand and lifted him,
spluttering, back into the boat.
"0 man of little faith, why did
you doubt?"
Wtsi had he failed? Why had
he bent and groveled' "Whoev-
er would save his life will lose
it..." It was true, so true, Pe-
ter knew now. In that faltering
moment, he had hoarded his
life. clutched it for its own
sake, and thereby rendered it
nothing. "For what will it profit
a man, if he gains the whole
world and forfeits his life?"
Oh Lord,- Lord! Sitting hun-
ched there on the pavement,
his head on his knees, Peter
sobbed convulsively.
Even at that last supper,
when Jesus had taken a towel
and basin and started to wash
their feet, the impulsive Peter
had protested, 'tYou shall never
wash my feet." He honored
him too much for that. But
when Jesus explained that mu-
tual service made them part of
each other, Peter had flopped
to the other extreme, "Lord,
not my feet only but also my
hands and my head."
But then, he had run and
cowered and denied, all of
them. Peter's head hung heavy,
his body leaden, his eyes red
and dry.
At length, hearing the sounds
of the guards taking Jesus
away', 'Peter shakily got to his
Fat and trudged after them,
across the lower city and up
the hill toward the Hall of
Hewn Stones, adjoining the
dungeons under the Roman
fort.
But the words kept echoing in
him. "If any man would come
after me, let him deny himself
and take up his cross daily and
me. :-.For- whoever iS
ashamed of me and of my
words, of hitn will the Son of
Man be ashamed..." That's
what denial meant; that's what
he'd done, been ashamed to
claim it. But there was some-
thing else. ": ..Condemn not;
and you willnot be condemned;
forgive 'and you will be forgi-
ven." .•
. Many times, Peter had
quizzed Jesus about that for-
giveness streak which he kept
stressing as the hub of his
Work. "Lord," Peter asked,
"how often shall my brother sin
against me, and I forgive him?
As many as seven times?"
"I do not say to you seven
times, but 70 times seven."
Endlessly, boundlessly, a for-
giving without limit, reaching
into infinity. A morning breeze
brushed Peter's brow, and deep
in him, a freshening balm lap-
ped. Even in his ignominy, for-
giveness reigned, unvanquished
by denials and condemnations.
"You will all fall away.. ,.you
will be scattered... You will
weep and lament...but your
sorrow will turn into joy.. I
will not leave you desolate...I
go away, and I will come 'to
you. ..Abide in me, and I in.
you...Greater love has no man
than this, that a man lay down
his life for his friends. ,.You
are my friends...In the world
you have tribulations, but be of
good cheer, q have overcome
,the world."
Peter lifted his head, a 'world
ahead of him still to glorify.
He, like _the._ others, was
plunged into utter despair by
the crucifixion, se stricken that
they -scoffed-at- The women's
wild news of resurrection. "An
idle tale.' Peter ;sand John
raced to the tomb, dumb-
founded by its emptiness until
he appeared to them directly,
to Peter alone, and also the
others, several times.
By the lakeside, he sat with
them around a fish-fry break-
fast, and then took Peter aside.
•17-Simon, son of John, do you
love me?" "Yes, Lard...-you 
know that I love you." "Feed
my lambs." Three times, he
asked it and Peter, his old
heartiness rebounding, put it
emphatically, "Lord, you ,know
everything; you know that I
love you.", "Feed my sheep."
Jesus looked at turn long and
appreciatively. "Truly, truly, I
say to you, when you were
young, you girded yourself and
walked where you would; but
when you are *old, you will
stretch out your hands, and an-
other will gird you and carry
you where you do not wish to
go."
The ensuing Book of Acts
crackles with the_stamina and
courage of the big fisherman
aand the others. Repeatedly ar-
rested, threatened, they did not
break. "We must obey God
rather than nien,"-Piter rum-
bled defiantly. James was be-
headed, their colleague, Steph-
en, stoned to death; -another
James, the "brother" of Jesus,
hurled from a Temple parapet
and fatally clubbed. The wosk
went on.
Peter traveled about the. re-
gion, "strengthening the breth-
ren," as Jesus had directed
him. He ministered in Samaria,
Joppa, Caesarea and also, tra-
dition says, in Antioch in Syria,
Asia Minor, Greece and even-
tually in Rome, where Nero
pushed persecutions of Chris-
tians to a fury.
The missionary apostle Paul
was beheaded about 64 A.D.,
the accounts say, and Peter
was urgently persuaded to quit
the city in disguise so as to sur-
vive the maelstrom.
Reluctantly, he started out, up-
set at doing it, fumingly deter-
mined never to desert his Lord,
not again. A vision of Jesus
loomed ahead, coming toward
"Dornine, quo vadis?. . .Lord,
whither guest thou'"
"I am going to Rome to be
crucified."
"Again, Lord?"
"Yes, Peter, I am being cru-
cified again.
Peter swung around,trornping
back to the city, and over the
protests of tilt believers he re-
joiced at the chance to keep
that pledge of dying with his
Lord. In deference to hursPeter
was pinioned head downward
on the crues, blaring out to the
people before his last breath:
-Take refuge, brethren. In





US OF OUR APPEARANCE
...is a threat to our health and happiness You have
counted calories, taken shots, tried exercise, drugs
shocks and fad diets NOTHING SEEMS TO WORK.
THAT IS, UNTIL NOW. The A.S. M. Control Center can
otter a method and technique to help you control
and suppress your compulsive appetite Interested?
Thousands have been helped using the A.S.M.
Control System Method, Call today 753-9909. It











April 12, 13& 14
This Thurs., Friday & Sat.
la.m. to 6 p.m. _
at Holiday Inn Banquet Room
Murray







*Sun Dre6ses; Brand Names, I I 1049
%Knit Jean Tops 6.99
•Calvin Klein Design
Jean's 14 Oz 14.99
This savings spectacular cannot be matched in Murray,






12 and under 4,its
Now at Wendy's, kids 12 & under can enjoy
our delicious Single 'Hamburger (it's a
quarter-pound of fresh beef) for HALF THE
REGULAR PRICE -- when dining with an
adult. So treat the kids, and stretch your
eatin' out budget . . . NOW!
Dining room service only -- not available
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LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PLUSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
I. LEGAL NOTICE 1 LEGAL NOTICE
COMMISSIONER'S SALE
THE COMMONWEALTH OF -KEN4UCKY,
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CYRENE WILLIAMS HALL Plaintiff, VERSUS FAR-
MS AND HOMES, INC. VS STEPHEN B. CHESS, ET
AL INTERVENORS Defendant.
NOTICE OF SALE
By virtue of a judgment, told order of sale of the
Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the March 23 Term
thereof 1979, in the above cause, and its cost therein I
shall proceed to offer for sale at the Court House door
in the City of Murray, Kentucky, to the highest bidder,
at public auction on the 23rd day of April 1979, at 1:00
O'clock P. M.Ilee-thoreabout, upon a credit of thirty
days, the following descfibed property, to-wit:
• Thirty-eight acres more or less and being all that
portion of a 40-acre tract that lies south of the State
HighwaS, No. 121, of the following desCribed.property,
viz: Forty acres of land off of the north end of the west
half of the S. W. Qr. of Section 21, T. 2, R. 4, East, EX-
CEPT a strip deeded to State Highway-Conunission for —
a highway across what would be e North side
of this farm, the survey being reCcaot 
th
in the plat of
said highway and the part herein conveyed being that
portion of said lands lying south of said State Highway
No. 121.
Farms and Homes, Inc., obtained title to the above
described property by virtue,. of a deed from Cyrene
Williams Hall, dated February 5, 1970, and recorded in
Deed Book 141, Page 625, in the office of the Clerk of the
Calloway County Court.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must execute
bond, with approved securities, bearing legal interest
from the day of sale, until paid, and having the force
and effect of a judgment. Bidders will be prepared to















Free For The Asking!
write
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE









South of Murray on
Old Murray-Paris Road.
For Transportation





Gospel Broadcast: Sunday 8:30 A.M.
WNBS RADIO (1340)
Searching the Scriptures: Sunday 42:30 P.M.
WBBJ-TV. Ch. 7








The Murray Calloway Countc.
Ministerial Association
pr.gratn Inc.ludes
The-St- Jilva"4.134ritur. EhurLh Spec. ial Singers
'The "Frunipeti:ers trom MS( will provide specrJ1 brass <A+ to
worship and itifferatorvi.
Sret141 Easter praser given bv Rcv. Witter Nflischke. Ir 'first
United 51t h, .dist Chun, h
Sc. riptore red,' Ro Burl Rabmir, first Pres.k ter tall
Chtirdi
• RCN' DT lerrell %%lute to 41151. greeting Mt-Mona) 13.iptist
Lhurvh
"`Nrimon eiseh hv the kes Dr Bill ‘‘iiittaker First Baptist
rhui,
•111., x dt t< PgIl 1,t P4. hi )St (WI rP4ieS1 irt I'nited
.M.rt dist Chun h !








I. LEGAL NOTICE 1 LEGAL NOTICE
COMMISSIONErS-SALE
THE COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY,
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
HOPKINSVILLE FEDERAL SAVINGS & LOAN
ASSOCIATION, Plaintiff, VERSUS HARVEY J.
CONWAY and wife NANCI A. CONWAY, ET AL
Defendant:-
10TICE OF SALE
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the
Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the April 13 Term
thereof 1979, in the above cause, and its cost therein]
shall proceed to offer for sale at the Court House door
in the City of Murray, Kentucky, to the highest bid-
der, at public auction on the 30th day of April 1979, at
1:00 O'clock or thereabout, upon a credit of Six-
ty Days, the following described property, to-wit:
Beginning at apoint on the west side of Jonathan
Creek where the State Highway crosses said cloak,
said point being on the north side of said highway at
the concrete bridge across said creek; thence north
with Jonathan Creek 19'2 rods to the old public road;
thence in a • southwesterly direction with the old
public road as same now runs 80L-2 rods to the L. U.
Hale line; thence east with the L. U. Hale line 12 rods
to the State Highway; thence with the State Highway
in a northwesterly direction 59 rods to the beginning
containing about 11 acres, more or less. EXCEPT:
that portion of the above described property
previously conveyed by the Grantors to Jesse J.
Roberts, et us, by deed dated May 7, 1956 and recor-
ded in Deed Hook 101, page 563 in the office of the
Clerk of the Calloway County Court, and ALSO EX-
CEPT: that portion of the above described property
conveyed by Grantor's to Calloway County, Kentucky,
by deed dated August 31, 1960, and recorded in Deed
Book 115, page 305 in the office aforesaid.
Being real property with appurtenances thereto
conveyed to Harvey J. Conway and wife, Nanci A.
Conway by Scott McNabb, et us, by deed dated Sep-
tember 8, 1970, of record in Microfilm' Book 148,
Cabinet 1, Drawer 1, Card 148, Cabinet I, Drawer 1,
Card 158, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway
County -Court; the said Nanci A. Conway having ob-
tained a deed from Harvey J. Conway of all of his
right, title and interest by deed dated July 13, 1976, of
record in Book 156, Cabinet 1, Drawer 8, Card 344, in
the office of the C*rk of the Calloway County Cowl,.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must
execute bond, with approved securities, bearing legal
interest from the day of sale, until paid, and having
the 'force and effect of a judgment. Bidders will be





A hearing will be held
. beginning at 1:30 o'clock
-p.m. Eastern Standard
Time, Thursday, April 26,
1979, by the Utility
Regulatory Commission
.of Kentucky at its offices
at Frankfort, Kentucky,
as to the reasonableness
of the following rate
schedule changes which




proposes to place in effect
















Hudson, 2617 W. 7th.








be submitted by 12
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I. LEGAL NOTICE 1. LEGAL NOTICE
COMMISSIONER'S SALE
THE COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY,
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
ROSZELLA WILLIAMS, GUARDIAN OF JEN-
NIFER WILLIAMS, PETITIONER, SUSAN
PHILLIPS, CO-PETITIONER VERSUS JENNIFER
WILLIANS, an infant .under eighteen years of age,
and SUE WILLIAMSRESPONDENTS.
NOTICE OF SALE
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the
Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the April 12 Term
thereof 1979, in the above cause, for the DIVISION OF
PROPERTY and its cost therein I shall proceed to of-
fer for sale at the Court House door in the City of
Murray, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public
auction on the 30th day of April 1979, at 1 :00.0'clock
P.M., or thereabout, upon a credit of SIXTY DAYS,
the following described property, to-wit: Being a part
of the Southwest Quarter of Section 25 Township 3,
Range 5 East, and further described as follows:
Beginning at a stake on the West right-of-way of
State Highway 94 and said beginning point being the
northeast corner of a fifty acre tract heretofore con-
veyed to grantors and a corner to Will Barnett; then-
ce north by Northwest 12 rods to a stake in the line of
'Freiman Smith; thence, West by Northwest with
'rreaman Smith's line 108 rods to a stake; thence
South with Eula Wells' line 36.5 rods to a stake; then-
ce East by Southeast 80 rods to a stake in the West
right-of-way of/Highway 94; thence, North by Nor-
theast with the West right-of-way of Highway 94, 59.5
rods to the point of beginning.
Being the same property conveyed to Odell
Williams by Troy C. Colson, executor of the estate of
Lorean Gilson by deed dated May 31, 1977, of record
in Microfilm Book 157, Card 785, in the office of the
Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must
execute bond, with approved securities, bearing legal
interest from the day of sale, until paid, and having
the force and effect of a judgment. Bidders will be





















- FR Et-S.TORE.:239 4640_
GOD IS LOVE I John 4 8
"But seek ye first the
kingdom of God, and His
riotousness. arid all these
things shall be added unto
you " •Matthew 6 33. 24 hour
phone,, answered by. God's
servants NOT A TAPE. 759
4600... Bible Facts and Free
Store. Hear our broadcast
Sundays at 12: 30 on WSJP. 
WHAT WE is careNeed
5..1051 &FOUND •
LOST APPROXIMATELY?--
month old miKed breed
female dog, mostly white
(salt and pepper body) with
dark ears and face Lost in
the vacinity of the New
Providence area Answers to
the name of Pepper If seen —
please call 753 7618 after 5 30
pm
LOST BLONDE Cocker
Spaniel, 4 months, old, in
vacinity of Tobacco road











I'M WRITING A STORY
ABOUT THE "EIGHT
uMO ATE EIGHTS "
ROLLO THe RICH KID
























Schnauzer, 5 months old, red
collar with rabies tag. 436
5838
$100 REWARDt for the safe
return of my rust and white
Siberian Husky with blue
eyes, called Natasha, and no
questions will be asked Call
492-8857
6. HELP WANTED- .
CAPTAIN D'S is now ac•
cepting applications for
counter sales and fry cooks
for both days and nights. See
Mr. Lanier, Monday through
Friday, between 1.00 and
4 -00 pm. No phone calls
EXPERIENCED SEWING
machine operators. Apply In-
person, Calloway
Manufacturing Company.
111 Poplar St., Murray, KY.
HELP WANTED. Summer
work as youth camp cowl.
sler. 362 8660.
(1.‘,140) NEED extra cash,
part or full time opening iri
Educational sales. Manager
position open We will train..
Excellent opportunity Call
(502) 898 3241 after 5 prrt
NEED FULL time cleaning




VELOPES Send self -
stamped addressed envelope
to Tayco, P 0 Box 8010,
Stockton, CA 95208
WANTED. CONSTRUCTION
field secretary. Some con
struction background helpful
but not necessary. Strong
business background in
accounting and ad
ministration would be ad
vantagious Salary com
miserate with experience.
Send resume with salary
requirements to P.O. Box
766, Murray, KY 42071 
WANTED BABYSITTER
for 6 month old Call 753-0528




tative Call 435 4426 after 4
pm or 753 4161
BY OWNER 2 year old
Gatesborough home Living
and dining rooms, large
family room with fireplace.
study, laundry, 4 bedrooms,
2,2 baths, heat pump and
extra insulation, custom
drapes. Shown by ap
pointment only. 759-1149.
SALES MANAGEMENT
career opportunity with a
leader in our field One of
. Northwestern Tennessee's
fastest growing companies,
has an opening for sales
"'manager who is experienced





and achieving goals. Positron
includes salary in the 520.000
range plus' bonus plan,




life and weekly indemnity
insurance.. Send resume or
apply in person; Marion
Pepsi Cola Bottling Com









14. WANT TO BUY 
JUNK CARS deliver or Will
pick up Call 474 8854 or 52)-
1315.
JUNK CARS_ Call after S_pm,
474-8838
WANTED 44 or 45 caliber
pistol and a Remington 1100.
247 9325
small need more room, need small
. acreage? Then look at this 7 bedroom, 5',2 bath
home with 8 acres. If country living and room to
grow is what you need this house Will fit the bill.
Large living room with bay window with a beautiful
fireplace. Kitchen has 2 walls of cabinets, dish-
washer, oven-range and refrigerator. Large family
room for you and your family to enjoy, one in
basement too. Large utility room with washer and
dryer hook-up, also half bath. Downstairs is 3
bedrooms and two baths, with game room. With 8
acres that are level ground just waiting to be put to
good use. All this for only $86,000.00. . . House and 2
acres 879,000.00. . Located in Calloway Co. about 8
miles, from Murray on Temple Hill Church Road.
Call Brenda on this. 354-8500 or 6900.
RUTH RYAN
REALTY
Kt. 5. Boehm, Ky. 42125
Lauded I. Inters, Ky. 314-1510-354-11510
SEE? IT SAY57E1&HT
ATE EIGHT HUNDRED AND
EIGHTY-EIGHT EIGHTS"
WHAT \ /I 'ATE





---AND HE'S PAYING ME
FIVE DOLLARS TO BREAK
IN HIS NEW SHOES


































































PUT IT IN THE
IS. ARTICLES FOR SALE 
CHAIN SAW chains, .38"
pitch for 16" bar, $10 59; 20"
bar, $11 99 24" bar, 514.55









KEN HOLLAND prints, first
and second series, numbered
and un numbered. Call 759.
1093 or 437-4841. • 
LAWN MOWER battery, 24
Month gyarantee, $20 99:
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
MARINE BATTERY, 36
month 80 amp, $26.99; 60
month 95 amp, 536.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris
1$. ARTICLES FOR SALE 16. HOME FURNISHINGS
FOR SALE gas range, a
wood stove, and refrigerator
Call before 12 noon, 753 0663
HORSE SHOE bar, 5 swivel
stools, and Fridgidare
electric stove 436 2504
NEW COLOR t v antenna,
40' tower, alt remote controls
and lead in wire New bed
frame, adjustable, still in
carton Manual Victor ad-
ding machine. 759 1156.
REFRIGERATOR, $35,
kitchen tole and chairs, $25,
room sized rugs, $20 and $30.
Call after 5 pm, 436 2294.
SKIL SAW sale model 538,
$29 99, model 574, 53.4.99;
model 559, $54 99, model 552,
.--$66.69, model 553, $72.99;
model 554, $7999 Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
16. HOME FURNISHINGS
DUNCAN PHYE table and 6
chairs, maple bunk beds,
maple dining table and 6
chairs, 7 piece chrome
dinette set, end tables, and
stereo 753 8615.
PUBLIC NEARING
The Murray Planning Commission has received a
request from Max Sykes, Charles McCuiston, Ray
Reeves, Wendell Allbritten, and W.R. Wissmann to
rezone Lots 013 - 019, Lots $50- 054, and Lots $70- N74
of Northwood Subdivision, Unit II, located off of
U.S. 641 North. The request is to rezone the property
from B-2 iHighway Business) to R-4 (Multi-family
Residential. A Public Hearing will be held con-
cerning this request on April 24;19'79, at 7:00 p.m. in
the Council Room of the City Hall Building. You are
openly invited to attend this Public Hearing.
&eve 7.ea, City Planner
753-122S




On April 26, 7 p.m. at the Haiti city nail
the, Hazel. City Council will 'hold a
Revenue Sharing Proposed Use Reatilkg.
All citizens are invited to attend and
provide the council with written and oral
comments or possible uses for Revenue
Sharing Funds in the city's Revenue


















Have opening for right man working the Food Ser-
vice Institutions in West Kentucky. National
Distributor of Quality Food Products. Background
in Route sales of foods to Restaurants, hospitals,
schooLs, etc. desired. Prefer man that has lived and
worked in the Mayfield, Fulton, Murray area for 2
years. College helpful.
Call Wayne Duncan at Holiday Inn in Mayfield, KY
after 3 p.m., Monday, Atiri116, and all day Tuesday,
April 17, for interview.
1970 Oevrekif Pick-up 4x4, 11,000 miles.-
1977 Dodge Van, all the extras.
1977 Oldsmobile '98 Regency,
power and air, low mileage. -
1976 Cadillac Sedan DeVille, one owner, new car
trade in.
1976 Pontiac Trans Am, all the extras, new tires. •
1976 Chevrolet Pick-up Silverado, loaded.
1974 Opel Cadet, little gas saver.
4 door, double



















console model 262 Cost new
11100. Sacrifice account of
death Call 436 5351 after 5
pm.
19. FARM EQUIP.
ALMOST NEW Ford, 8 foot,
pickup disk, $600. Ford bush
hog, 6 foot, $500. M.F. plow,
no. 3, 14 inch plows, $aoo Call
753,2878 or 753-4751.
SNAPPER MOWER blades,
26", 28", 30", your choice,
55.99 each. Wallin Hardware,
PAr is. 
SPRAYERS, 2 GALLON,
$12.99;. 3 gallon, $13.99;
stainless steel, 3 gallon,
$29.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
TILLER, 5 HP with Briggs
and Stratton engine, chain
drive, $209.99. Wallin Har-
dware, Paris.
TRACTOR BATTERIES, 24
month guarantee, 6 'Solt 173
ammp, group 3 EH, $44.99, 12
volt, 110 amps, group 30 H,
$44.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
WEED EATER, Model 500 or
507, 539.99. Why pay that high
price when you can purchase
Model 2201 RotoShear for
only $32.99 Wallin Hard.
ware, Paris.........-.
WHEELBARROWS, $15.88,
529.99, $39.99 AND $.49.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
WANT TO buy dr lease dark
or air cured tobacco base
437 4198.
20. SPORTS EQUIP.
TWO PERSON A frame
Alpine tent, 7 pounds, good
condition, $60 Also a'
sleeping bag, Northface,
goose down 'filling, 3 season








Stratocaster with case, in
mint condition. Call 753-2462
after 6 pm






in bloom, -509 Whitnell. 753-
5455 or 753.7318.
A1RENS RIDING mower, 7
hp, runs good. After 5 pm,
753,8886
BATHTUBS, WHITE, 5'
steel, $64.99; Colors, $69.99
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
COMMODES, WHITE,
$39.99; Colors, $47.50. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
EARTHWAY PRECISION
garden seeder complete with
six plates, $30.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
LAWN MOWER with Steel
ball bearing wheels, 3, 7 hp




LARGE CAN drink machine,
for information call 753-9061.
RAPID GRO, 8 oz., $1.39 • 16
oz., $2.19; 32 oz., 53.7,5; 5 lb.,
$7.75; 10 lb., $11.85 Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
RAPID SHARPENER for
precision saw chain filing,
only $12.99 at Wallin Hard
ware, Paris.
SAW DUST for +sale.
Shoemaker Lumber Co.,
McKenzie, Tn. (901) 352-5777.
STAINLESS STEEL kitchen
sink-, double compartment, 4
hole, self-rimming, $29.99;
539 99. $49.99. Wallin liar
dware, Paris.
TWO FRENCH doors, good
condition, can be seen at 500
Vine Street or call 753 1657.
WHEELHORSE LAWN
mower, 12 hp, 48 inch mower,
all automatic, hydrostatic
transmission 753 6210 after 4
PM.
27. MOB. HOME SALES
1967 HILLCREST.12 X 56, all
electric, furnished, air
conditioned, nice. Price
$3750. Phone 753 2762.
12 x 52, Hallmark, $3700, or
best offer Call 492 8828
NICE TWO bedroom fur
nished mobile home on
private lot. Call after 5 pm,
759.-1984.
fl I 1'i..: Ill43. REAL ESTATE
29. HEATING A COOLING
23,000 BTU SEARS Coldspot
air conditioner, $150. 435
4127.
32. APTS. FOR RENT
FOR RENT. furnished
apartment neat University,




cluded, $110 per month. Call




furnished 1414 Vine. 
FURNISHED, one
.bedroorh apartment, Inquire
100 S 13th St.
1976 NEW MOON, 12 X 65, •
central air, 2 bedroom. 2
bath, not furnished, set up on
122 X 132 lot. Good storage
building Call 753-6966 bet
ween 8 and 5, after.. 5'pm call
436 5568. Shown by ap
pointnient only. . -
12 x 1974 WAYSIDE,
spaciods - two bedroom,
central air, underpinning,
tie-downs, storage shed. Call
436-2625 or 474.2226.
98. MOB. HOME RENTS
TWO BEDROOM furnished
trailer, 10 minutes from
Murray, good for students.
Qall 527.7621 after 5'PM.
TWO BEDROOM mobile
home, 2 miles south . of
Murray on 641 Call 753.4645
after 12 noon •
29. HEATING &COOLING
WE BUY and sell .used air




to Murray State University
campus has building•for rent. •
Equipped with gas heat and
air conditioning. Call 753-3018
after 5 pm .
33. ROOMS FOR RENT
NEWLY • REDECORATED
sleeping room for rent, one
block from University. Call
753-1812, 759-4909 or 759.4481.
34. HOUSES FOR RENT
TWO BEDROOM house in
Hardin. Gas heat. 753 4661.
TWO BEDROOM house for
rent, 1 1,7 miles out of town
/53-8681.







BABY GOATS for Easter
489-2495.
BREEDER ANb fryer




horse, guilding, 7 years old,
good blood lines, trained for
western pleasure, $800
Interested persons only. 753




puppies - make -wonderful
pets. Call-753-7438.
BABY RABBITS, assorted
colors, $3. each. 753-0180 
- FUEL EL DODEDT pure










household goods and ac
cessor les, draperies, bed
spreads, almost new toys,
some clothing. 303 S 8th
Street, Friday, April 13; 9am
till 6pm, and Saturday, Aprit
14, 9am till 12.
CARPORT SALE! Saturday
tile 14th, furniture, clothing,
dishes, and lots of bargains
1617 College Farm Road.


















With The F. riencli.i. Touch
WITH-IN YOUR
REACH!! This sharpr,











105 N. 12th St.
FRESH AIR! Rolling hills
and clear, smokeless skies
are in abundance at this 12
acre m 1 tract not too far
out also has 3 bedroom
mobile home and 30 X 30
body shop Call today 753





has 2 bedrooms, living
room, kitchen, and
bath. Modern kitchens
have all built-in ap-
pliances. Located just
outside the city limits
so you only pay county
taxes. A beautiful way
to be practical. Priced
at $41,500. Phone Kop-
rud Realt '753-1222.
NICELY WOODED five acre
homesites located on
blacktop road near lake. Any
of these attractively priced
properties can be bought
with a low down payment,
and the balance financed'
over an extended period
John C. Neubauer, Realtor,
1111 Sycamore St. 753-0101,
753 7531.
ATTENTION • 1F1X-Ot-UPPE PSI
Hire's that old horse to
challenge year creativis
abilities It ceases with 4
acres end 420' of rood fron-
tage, a good well and a septic
tank. It'll take some work but
it's offered at only $12,500
It's located on Hwy. 444 bet•
4411111 Ahno Heights and
Bailey. The old komephice is




43. REAL  ESTATE
oRmilth
South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 753 1651
Reduced to $12,800.00
and waiting just for
you is the large mobile
home with two covered
patios just minutes
from Murray. 10' x 10'
aluminum storage




Invest in land advise the
experts. This acreage is just











Ph i 9011479-2986 479-3713
South Fulton Tenn





With The Friend]) Touch"
40 WOODED ACRES
OF COMPLETE
PRIVACY. . . Large
Private Lake, stocked
w/fish. This property
is not far from Hwy.'






105 N. 12th St.
SALE!
Lest chance to buy a gimbal, at a price even lower than the old, old
price. All new pones and organs we order Isar. considerably higher
prices.
NEW SALE
1. Kimball 2 keyboard organ with
rhythm, one fingerchords, base -
pedals ---- $1245 $888
2. Kimball piano with padded.
bench $1295 $988
3. Used Kimball one keyboard
organ $1295




40'3879 Open Late Friday
 Night
ORNIMICKLE BARBER SHOP
NEW OFFICE HO S
'09 Walnut StrccI
Closed All Day Wed.
Monda -Friday '7: q °on Saturday 7:30 (115:00
PRICE HAIRCUT 51.50 PRIO SHAVE 51.25
For hospital i hawse calls plous.cOlI 753.3413 MO day is ad-




Floored and ready. Up to 12 x 24. Also barn style, of -
f ices, cottages, mobile home ad-ons, and patios, or U
BUILD, pre cut completely ready to assemble up to 24
x 60. Buy the best for less. 
Oosed from Fri.
5 p.m. til Sun. 2 p.m.
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
WALLIS DRUG
*PRESCRIPTIONS *FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
*HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
keg Delhilef Ori Prescriptions In city Limits
IT MAY be small but So is the
price, 2 bedroom home
located _within blocks of
downtown...good rental
property.. We will show you
by calling 753 1492 offered




corner of 3rd and Main
Streets and known at
the Wallis Grocery
Building. This is an ex-











7-3 with. rotativn, 3-11, or 11-7.
Competitive salaries-and benefits.
Individualized refresher program
available. 6 Month internship
available for new graduates. Call
(502) 886-5221, Ext. 154 - Hopkin-









With The Fnencil. Touch
BRAND NEW . . 4
bedroom; 2k-2 bath
quality home, w/2,900
sq. ft. Many chstinc-
live features including
fireplace w/heatolato-
r, wet bar, compactor,
plush carpeting.
sewing/hobby rm.
Large Lot - Double
Garage w/paved
drive. Call & See This
Today. Boyd Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
12th St.
TERRIFIC LOCATION...31 4
S 9th is the location of this 4
bedroom, 2 bath home. Close
to hospital, doctors, schools,
churches, and shopping..
Besides the 4 bedrooms and 7,
baths, you have large living
roam, kitchen, full basement
and a 32 X 18 swimming pool
and pa4io enclosed by private
wooden fence. Call today for
an appointment to see at
547,500. The Nelson Shroat
Co., Realtors. 7 59,1 707
Purdent & Thurman








And move into this
neatly decorated 3
bedroom, 2 bath home
that is less than a year
old. Such extras as top
quality wall to wall
carpeting, thermopan-
e windows and central
_heat and air for only
$37,900. Make your
move today and be the
proud owner of this







44. LOTS FOR SALE
FOR SALE: 1 1 .'7 acres at
Temple Hill. Septic tank,
well and light pole, 52800. 753-
7975 or 437 4608
46. HOMES FOR SALE
FOR SALE. 3 room cabin,
furnished and secluded. 10
miles from Murray, ,just off
94 East, 2 miles from Ken-
, lucky Lake. No well or ,
water, but priced at only--
$4 000. 753-3625.
BY OWNER 3 bedroom, 2
bath, living, dining, and
family room with fireplace,
eat-in kitchen, gas heat, near
Murray High, 811 Doran
Road, 753-8405,
BY OWNER Three
bedrooms. two full baths,
living room, large den with
fireplace, country kitchen,
two car garage, . fenced
backyard,. gas heat, central
air. Low S60'5. Shown by
appointment only. Call 759
4503 after 5 pm.
FOUR OR five bedroom,
Gatesborough homeS Call
759 1149
46. HOME FOR SALE
BY BUILDER new
bedroom, 3 bath house In:
Canterbury Call 753 3903 Sqp
further information
SEVEN YEAR old brick
hpuse, from 1 to 21 acres..
House has 3 bedrooms, 1 1.y.:
oaths, utility, k itchenz.
dining, living room' witKi
fireplace, garage,- centriti:.
heat and air Located 8 mitift.•
northeast of Murray. Phan!)
753 2276 after 5.30 pm 
47. MOTORCYCLES
1977 750 HONDA, T,W0..•









107 N. 3rd Street
Murray, Ky.
Hours:
7 A.M. to S P.M. Weekdays





74 Acres - 30 cropland - some,
pasture. 4- Yr. old 3 bd. brick
home, electric & wood heat, 4" well
with submergible pump. 6 Fruit ,
trees, tobacco barn - 1.9 acre bash.
Grade A milking parlor, 4 side
opening stalls, 43 free stalls, 50'
feed bunk 180 ton silo, small stock
barn with 5 farrowing pens, 2 stock
ponds, appraised value, 2 years
ago $75,000. Priced for --quick sale









1:30 P.M. - Rain or Shine
T.E. Gargus property. W ater Valley. Kentucky, Hwy. 45-South,
SOLO AS ONE COMPLETE UNIT
EXCELLENT RESTAURANT MTH ALL FIXTURES EQUIPMENT AND STOCK DOING A LARGE
LUME OF BUSINESS REASON FOR SELLING HEALTH PROBLEM
-14
-
WILL SfAT 76 PEOPLE Large crowd e
good profitable business
saw
1 All tables and chairs
2 Cash register
3 Ice MaJier











night Wonderful opportunity for someone tooking for a
SALE IN DES:
10 4 doe air conditioners
II 2 2 olt heaters
12 2 Gasto •
'13. 1 - 17 ft upr t deep freeze
14- Steam table
15 Dishes cookware s erwsre kitchen knives
& other items
16 Sale also includes all St hand
17 Wall to wall carpeting
FOR PRIOR INSPECTION CONTACT SELLING AGENT
I
••-•
/ /re; daa n dale of sole. balance on delivers of deed is akin 20 days.










James 8_ Cash, The 4uctioneer
Ph. We-623-8W, 02.14,0.10
,
Youll like doing busineis b's;ith one of Western Ky's finest
auction firms. SEE YOU THERE
VINCI11111. AENTI (:K)
P4GE 12 THE MURRAY, Ky., LEDGER II TIMES, Friday, April 13, 1979
PA
LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
97.1910TORCYCLES 
1974 HONDA 360 CE, $450.
753 0612_....4 •
1873 SL 350 HONDA, road or
trail bike. Call 753 3798
48. AUTO. SERVICE
CAR BATTERIES. 244 month
guarentee, $22'88 36 month
guarentee, 80 amp, 526 99 60




grade; white wall, , 4 ply
oplyetter with Road Hazard
guarantee A78X13, 521.39
and 51.72 F ET; E78X14,
SZS 63 and 52 70 F ET,
ryaxls, $26.40 and S2.32
gET; G78X14 or 15, $28.39
and $2.54 F ET . H78X 14 or 15,
$30.52 and $276 FE T;
L78X15, $32.86 and $3.06












good condition, $675 Also a
1973 Impala Chevy wagon, 4
new tires, low mileage. Call
753 8333
1979 CUTLASS _OLD
SMOBILE diesel, has 4,000
miles, tilt wheel, electric
windows, cruise control, AM
FM stereo. Call 437-4890
0. USED CARS
1972 BUICK ELECTRA, 225
limited, 50,000 actual miles,
many extras, sharp car,
S1600 Call 753-7566.
1974 BUICK Regal great
condition, must sell. Call 753-
9964 afters. 00 P M
1976 MERCURY GRAND
Marquis, 4 door, im
maculate, full power,
original owner, 54,000 miles,
14450 or best offer. Paris,
(901) 642-7190 before 5 pm,
after 5 pM, 642-7581_ .
days, 437  4738 nights.  NICE 1971 FORD Torino, 2
EXCEPT)ONALLY NICE, tone green, new tires, $650.
1973 LeSabre, 4 door, airaCall 387,2626, Lynnville.
conditioned, new tires, low 
avileage. 11350. Can be seen 1974 TOYOTA 
COROLLA, 4
at 1803 College Farm Road.  speed, excellent 
condition,
good gas mileage, 21,000
FOR SALE' 1974 Buidc actual m rniles Call 753 5575
Luxus stationwagon. $1500. before 6 pm.
753-9297. 
FOR SALE: 1970 Chevrolet, WHITE TRANS Am, 31,000
air conditioned, „power actual miles, best offer. Call
steering, power brtikes, 753-0552 after 5 pm.
automatic, tinted glass, good -
'1975 FORD GRAVADA, 4condition, $495 Ca11•753 8355 
door, 6 cylinder, air, powerbetween 9 and 5 steering and brakes. AM FM
stereo 43,000- miles nice
local car. 52900. 753.4048.
HOMES
3 bedroom brick with den & kitchen combination in
Meadow Lane Sub. $34,900.
New 3 bedroom home, 7 miles out of Murray,
$aL000.
Remodeled 2 bedroom home on 1 acre 5-miles north
-$21,500.
Remodeled 2 bedroom home and extra lot, 1L2 acre -
$21,500.
3 bedroom brick an corner lot with double garage in
Dexter -$26,500.
New 3 bedroom brick, Kirksey - $39,500.
Good 3 bedroom brick near University -$31,000.
Spectacular 3 bedroom brick in Murray.
3 bedroom, 2 baths unfinished home in county
$18,000.
2 bedroom older home on nice lot near Ky. Lake-.
$10,500.
2 bedroom older home 1 mile east of Hardin -
$11,500.
4 bedroom home south side of county in thirties has
many extras.
ACREAGE
100 acres with new home in north west part of
Calloway County.
80 acres, rosy crop land north side of county.
210 acres row crop land north side of county.'
22 acres highway frontage on two sides, ideal
building sites.
80 acres south side in Marshall county $40,000.
10 acres highway frontage on two sides with older
house & out bldg.
5 acre with almost new double wide trailer and tool
shed - $25,000.
5 acres with barn and double wide trailer- $16,500.
COMMERCIAL
Mobile home with beauty shop - $10,450, will put you
in business.
Vacant brick commercial bldg. on highway 0641 -
PAK
One of the best homes in county now being offered











interior. Fair tires Body
rough and needs battery,
5125. 753 5372. 
GOOD FISHING car. 1968
impala. Calf753-8480 or after
6 pm, 7534599.
1973 GRAN TORINO Sport,
AM FM radio, power
steering, power brakes, air
light blue with dark blue
vinyl top, S1100. 436 5353
before 5 pm, 436 5472 after 6
Pm
1971 PLYMOUTH DUSTER,
4 speed, 318 engine. 753-0069.
SO. USED TRUCKS
1969 CHEVROLET- PICKUP
with topper, needs clutch.
Call753 5923.
1973 DODGE VAN, 74 ton, V8
automatic, $1250. Phone 436.
5524
1978 FORD BRONCO, 351, 2
barrel! Call 753.3501
FOR SALE: 1972 Ford
pickup, 390 - motor,






alril  ,ir....41 111/1,-J GASOLINE





ST. BOATS & MOTORS
17f1SHING BOAT' V bottom
fiberglass with live well,
foot-control trolling motor
and battery, swivel seats and
running lights, plus tilt
trailer; S350. 759 1410.
FOR SALE boat trailer,
Shoreline make, tip, spare
wheel, $225 753 8071
51. BOATS & MOTORS
POLCRCRAFT JON
boat, 18 hp Evinrude motor,
trolling mctor. Moody boat
trailer, $750. Call 75? 4657
after 4 pm.
53. SERVICES OFFERED
BACK HOE WORK, septic
tanks, gravel and dirt




Refrigerator and air con
ditioning. All work




Shop, Hazel, KY has an
experienced and factory
trained mechanic. You can
save up to 50 per cent labor
cost Come in or call for
estimates and compare./.4 Phone 492 8241.
BYARS BROtHERS & SOn.
General home remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,
Vffers, and roofing. Call 1-
395 4967 or 1 362 4895.
0 YOU need stumps.
removed from your yard or
land cleared of stumps? We
can'remove stumps up to 24"
below the ground, leaving
only sawdust and chips. Call
for free estimate, Steve Shaw
753 9490 or Bob Kemp, 435-
43/3.
CONCRETE & BLOCK work..
Block garages, basements,
driveways, walks, patios,
steps, free estimates. 753-
5476.' 
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753.2310 fee-
free estimates for your
needs. •






rocked and gradtd, all size
Pea gravel, tree estimates.




done, decks and porches built
and repaired, gutter cleaning
or. installation, 4small
plumbing, concrete walks,
patios, and driveways also
done. Call 436 5570 after 5 PM
for tree estimates.
CAN'T GET those small jobs




Small cOncrete jobs. Call 436
25152 after 5 pm.
CARPET CLEANING, at
reasonal?le rates. Prompt
-and efficient service. Custom
Carpet Care 489 2774.
CARPET CLEANING, free
estimates, satisfied
references, V ibra Vac steam
Or dry cleaning Call Lee's
Carpet Cleaning, 753 5827
COMPLETE ASPHALT
maintenance paving, pat
ching, also seal coating Call
753-7148 or 753 9043 Located
at Murray Speedway, High-
way 641 N of Murray. 
FOR ALL your lawn and
garden needs; plowing,
breaking, disking, yard
mowing, ca11492 8166 19O1)
247.S665
53. SERVICES OFFERED
FOR CHAIN link fencing,
Circle It fencing, division ce






753-2310 for free estimates
INSULATION BLOWN in by
Sears, save on these high
heating and cooling bills
Call Sears, 753 2310, for free
estimates , 
JACK'S BLACKTOP paving,
patching, also seal coating.
Phone 436 2573.
LANDSCAPING AND lawn
carestrnabtyesthe ion- or contract
for entire season will rake,
trim, prune, seed, fertilize,-
and mow your lawn, care for
shrubs and flower beds Cal,
436 5570 after 5 pm for tree
e
MITCHELL 'BLACKTOP
PING, driveways and small
jobs a speciality, also pt






Jack Glover, 753 1873 after 6
Prn
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
and gas; installation, will dc
plumbing, heating and air
conditioning. Call 753.7203.
NEED A carpenter? We do
paneling and additions or
what have you Call 436 2516.
53. SERINCES OFFERED 
ROOFING, NEW houses. Re
roof, built up roof, and




Experienced and can fuonish
references 153 4955.
WILL MOW yards. Call 753-
9210.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements dry,
work completely guarenteecl.
Call or write Morgan Con-
struction Co. Route 2, Box
409A, Paducah, KY 42001, or
call day or night, 1 442 7026. 
WILL DO plumbing, heating
and- air conditioning, repairs
and remodeling around the
bogie 753 2211.
55. FEED Ih SEED
Certified Essex
soybeans for sale.
$9.00 a bushel. See
Bobby Mitchell or call
753-2318.
56. FREE COLUMN
FREE STONES for rock
gardens and one old bath tub
You haul. 759 1156
57. WANTED
WANTED' ELECTRIC golf
carts, any condition. Write
Box 296, Mayfield, KY 42066.
1968' CHEVROLET STEP
van, 6 c ylinder- automatic. _
ideal for camper. 474-2267. 
1972 DODGE PICKUP, 68,000 ' -
miles 753 4661. 
1975 DODGE ONE ton Karry
Van, 318 straight shift Can
be used as camper. $2500. 705
Sycamore
1971 DODGE' VAN, all glass,
automatic, 6 cylinder, good
condition. Call 759.4588.
1968 GMC LONG bed, air.
Power steering,- power
Drakes, AM-FM /8 track
stereo, with topper, $1200.
436 5353 before 5 pm. 436-5472
after 6 pm.
1979 JEEP HONCHO pickup,
loaded, with accessories.
3,700 miles. 753-4509 or 436•
5448.
1970 RANGER XLT, • Ford
pickup and camper, ex-
cellent condition. Call 753-
3229. .
FOR SALE 1975 'Datsun
pickup with topper, 49,000
actual miles. Phone 762-6254.
1978 FORD F-250 RANGER
XLT, 460 motor, automatic,
power, air, 2 gas tanks,
deluxe topper, trailer
special, 17,000 miles. Phone
7516059. 
REESUILT ENGINE for
Chevy Luv pickup, $200. Also
will install. Phone 492-8841.
51. CAMPERS
CAMPER REPAIR, all
brands, Ear-lift and Reese
hitches, electric brakes, and
I:ght hookups. White Camper
Sales, located East 94 high-
way:- toward Ken Lake,
Murray, KY. 753-0605. 
1973 DODGE, 22 foot, Mini.
home with alot of ac-
cessories. 753-4509 or 436
5448. 
17 foot PHENIOX Camper
sleeps six, $1700. Call 753 8056 
SZARL-RAF T AND Road
Ranger Dealer, „ travel
trailors, 5th wheels, and
popup. Both new and used.
Complete line; par't's and
accessories, hitches, brakes,
and lights; installed White's
Camper Sales, located East
94 highway toward Ken
Lake, Murray,-KY Call 753
3605.
1972 WI NABAGO CAMPER,
24 foot, sleeps 6, self con.
tamed with air. Call (901)
247 3241 before 3 pm.
52. BOATS & MOTORS
15 FOOT FIBERGLASS
boat, 60 hp Evinrude motor
with trailer. In good con-
dition. Will pull 2 skiers. Call
492 8128. , •
FOR SALE: 1978 Cole flat
bottom V drive with Tandum
trailer, custom painted by
Jim Defew with new 512
C ID blown gas Chevy. Will
sell with or without engine.
Contact 527 3664 or 527-3188.
12 FOOT JON boat with 1 hp
trolling motor. S150. 753 9419.
1976 MARK TWAIN 16 foot
tri hull, watk through win-
dshield, 115 hp Merciiry
motor with power trim and





rnmeitiol - toter/or- Exterior Spray-Brush-Roll
In Sho Spraying of Yard Furniture-Shutters-Etc .
Parking Lot Striping
• We Are fully Insure
No fob Too Large or Too Small
FREE ESTIMATES
DIAL 753-0839
CARLOS BLACK JR. &SON
PAINTIK CO.
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4 Auctioneers: Cash, Grady, Kim and Thomas
LUNCH BY KAT & JO
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REALTOR S® CORNER
We are offering this 2 bedroom home located on 121
S. at. Intersection of Hwy. 893. Insulated and with
economical oil heat. This home consists of living
room, 'dining room, kitchen, bath, and utility room.
Stove, dishwasher, TV antenna and outside storage
are included for $17,500.
• *HELPING PEOPLE IS OIJR BUSINESS"
EVENINGS
Marie Hicks 7V-1056
Sam Hams 753-8061 Nelson Shrbat 759-1716
YES, YOU CAN BUY INCOME! !! 3 bedroom
brick home located on a beautiful one acre lot on
the Kirksey-Stella Rd. with 2 outside stOrage
buildings PLUS a 12 x 52 mobile home both ready








Weekends & Evenings Call:
Bud Nall 751-4868
Don Tucker 753-1930
Mary Beth Smith 753-33&3
Hazel Brandon 753-1513
Three bedroom home with Over 2000 sq. ft. of
area, all appliances stay with home, including
new microwave oven. Upper 30's.
•
Just Listed -3 bedroom home on 11 acres. 3 years
• old, brick veneer, low, low, low 40's.
Janice Austin 753-8674
H. T. Waldrop 753-1390'
Broker
MULTIPLE LISTING SERVICE
How w‘uld you hike an investment you can actually use 24 hours a day ...
an inkestment you can share with your family at the same-time it's saving
you. money, providing security and growing in value'?
The investment, of course, is a home of your own When you buy a home,
/ you're not spending your shelter dollars, you're 'putting them to work
RECIPE FOR HAPPINESS
_
Anew home priced in NU-thirties! It Is vacant-
ready to.welcome you! 3 BR., 1/2 baths, new G.E.











In addition to the comfort, security and pride
that owning your own home provides, it also
represents an excellent investment. Within the
past several years, the appreciation of homes in
this area have actually increased more than the
rate of inflation. Not many other investments
have. We have listings for many lovely homes.
Call tn. i,(1a1,,.
GUY SPANN REALTY
Prentice Dunn 753-5725 Louise Baker 753-2409
Guy Spann 753-2587
905 Sycamore 753-7724
Hemmed In? The open spaciousness of this one oor
plan inakes the kitchen, dining area, an wing
room practically one huge room with ed
cathedral ceiling and indlreFt lighting. The three
bedrooms are in a quiet separate wing. Add 134
baths and call now to see this very clean attractive
and well-cared for home.. 30'3. AND JUST NOW
ON THE MAFtKET. "By the way, the four little




Glenda Smith 753-1411 Judy Johnston 437-4446
Amos McCarty 153-2249 Helen Spann 753-8579
Russ Spurlock 753-9734 Sandra McKinney 753-6352
• Loretta Jobs 153-60111
Ask ybur REALTORS how yu can get the most for your money He'll help
you find the home that's right for you, your family and your finances. Talk
to a REALTOR® today. The sooner you do, the sooner you'll save.
"PLEASINGLY PLUSH"
Custom-built home with loads of extras .on quiet
' street, convenient to shopping areas. All ap-
pliances stay with home, and 8' x 10' wired
storage building with concrete floor insures
abundant storage. Yard light, panelled doors and
automatic garage door opener are extra
features. No wasted space and no shortcuts in
workmanship and design in this convenient,
step-saving home.
OLDER HOW! ! ! Older part of town. Lots of
room, great candidate for remodeling. Could
also be converted to high return income
producing property. For your new tax shelter or
remodeling project just give us a call,. 753-7411.
U.S. 641 North, Village Center
753-7411 Anytime
or Home Phone
Ron Talent 753-9894 Joe Kennon 436-5676
Lou Ann Philpot 753-6843
Duplex
Located at 1703 Ridgewood, nice well cared for
duplex in good location. 2 bedrooms, 1 bath with out-
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I Funerals I Dr. Findlay To Speak
Funeral Held Today At MSU, April 19
For Mrs. Gotdon
The funeral for Mrs. Rhoda
Watkins Gordon of 833 Hurt
Drive, Murray, was held this
morning at 11 o'clock at the
Olive United Methodist
Church, • where she was a
member, with the Rev. Ste4e
Shapard officiating and the
• Church Choir providing the
music.
Pallbearers were Grady
Gordon, Kinsey, Joe, -Billy.
and Pat Watkins, and Jimmy
Shelton. Burial was in the
Olive Cemetery with the
arrangements by the Blalock-
Coleman Funeral Home.
Mrs. Gordon, 85, died
Wednesday at 12:50 p.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Her husband, Jesse,
died in 1964, and her sou, Roy,
died June 21, 1977.




Morgan and Steve Gordon,
-and five great grandchildren-
Tim, Ricky, .and Laurie





The Youth of the Salem
Baptist Church,. Lynn Grove,
will present a play, "The
Easter Story," on Sunday,
April 15, at 7:15 p.m. at .the.
church.
This five act musical
drama, featuring solos- by
Keith Fain, Hal Faulkner, and
Dale Sheridan. will begin with
The Lord's Supper and con-
tinue on through the Ascen-
sion. Costumes, setting, and
lighting will be used to get the
effect of the New Testament
period. The play, written by
Dale Sheridan, will be
direeted by Hal Faulkner,
Salem youth director.
Members of the cast include
Dale Sheridan. Danny Lamb,
Keith Fain, Darren Lamb,
Chris Prichard, _Marty
Sheridan, Shirley Elkins,.
Sarah Elkins, Melissa Miller,
Sheri Miller. Sandy Miller,
Lori Windsor, and Lisa
Overcast.
The public is invited to




Murray Moose Lodge No.
2011 will have events at the
lodge hall on Saturday and
Sunday, according to a lodge
spokesman.
A dance featuring The
Barons will be held Saturday,
April 14, at 8 p.m.: and air"
Easter Egg Hunt will be held
Sunday, April 15, at 12 noon.
Dr. J.N. Findlay, an in-
terns ti onally -reco gniz ed
philosopher, will deliver the
Clifton Sigsbee Lowry
Distinguished Lecture in the





University since 1972, will
speak at 6 p.m. in the
auditorium of the Student
Center with the lecture free
and on to the public. The
following morning, he will
speak to students in
philosophy classes at the
university.
Dr. J.N. Findlay
Born in Pretoria, Tran-
svaal, South Africa, in 1903,
Findlay, who is recognized for
Martin's Chapel To
Hear Pastor Speak
'The' latartin's Chapel United
Methodist Church will have
regular worship services at
9-34 a.m. on Sunday, April 15,
with the pastor, the Rev.
Daniel Tucker, as the speaker.
The Church Choir, directed
by Ralph Robertson with
Ricky Cunningham as pianist,
will sing "Jesus Paid It All."
Sunday School will be at
10:30 a.m. with Pat Robertson
as superintendent. No Sunday
evening service will be held.
Special Easter sunrise
services will be held with the
Good Shepherd Church at 5:30
a.m. on Sunday.
On Tuesday at 7 p.m. the
Rev. Tucker will show a film




The Rev. Dr. William P.
Iylullins, Jr., pest2r of the..
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church, .will speak
on the subject, "Resurrection-
-Past and Prysent," at the 11
a:m. services on Sunday, April
15, at the church. His scripture
will be from John 20: l-18.
"Christ The Lord Is Risen
Today" will be the selectidn
by the Church Choir, directed
by Mrs. R. L. Cooper with
Mrs. Otto Erwin as organist
-andTommg,Gaines as pianist.
Sunday School will be at 10
a.m., but no evening service
will be held.





becoming a Rhodes Scholar at
Balliol College, Oxford,
England, in 1924.
He earned two degrees at
Oxford before going to Graz,
Austria, where in 1933, he
received the doctoral degree.
Since then, he has authored '
books and taught at univer-
sities in New Zealand, South
Africa andJQ England as well
as the University of Texas and
Yale and Boston Universities.
The first of his 11 books,
"Meinong's Theory of Objects
and Values," was published in
1933. The latest, "Plato and
Platonism," was released
only last year. Currently, he is
'working on a book on
Immanuel Kant, considered
by many as the most im-
portant philosopher of the last
500 years.
Findlay has been named a
Fellow in both the British and
American Academies of Arts
and Sciences, and in 1964-66
was the Gifford Lecturer at St.
Andrews, Scotland. •
The lecture honors the name
of one of Murray State's
legendary professors, Dr. C.S.
Lowry, who retired in 1966
after more than 43 years of
teaching at the university. He
was active at the university
longer than any other teacher
or official in its history.
He was the first person to be
named by the Murray State
Alumni Association as a
Distinguished Professor. The
Lowry Library Annex bears
his name and he was the
keynote speaker for the Day of
Rededication in 1975.
Lowry not only served as
head of the department of
social sciences but also
taught 15 hours a week and
talked almost constantly with
students when he was out of
the classroom.
Two Services Will
Be At North Church
Two morning worship
services at the North Pleasant
Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church, located .
on the Roy Graham Road, will
be conducted at 6 a.m. and 11
a.m. on Easter Sunday, April
15, at the church.
In the early service the
church pastor, the Rev.
Dewayne Franklin, will speak
-on the subject, "The Lord's
Day." Special music will be
presented at the sunrise
service.
The sermon subject at 11'
a.m. will be "The Importance
of the Resurrection." Special
music will consist of a
narration by the pastor and
the solo, "No Greater Love"
sung by Martha Franklin, and
a song, "I Choose Jesus" by
. the choir. •
• Sunday School will be at 10
a.nl, with classes for all ages.
No evening service will be
held on-Sunday.
This Is Your Invitation To Hear
JOHN HOOVER
Mayfield, Kentucky
IN A SOUL STIRRING SERIES OF
Gospel Meetings
April 15-20, 1979
SONG LEADER-JIM WINEINGER-PALESTINE, TEXAS
Sunday: Class 10 a.m. - Worship 11 a.m.
Services — Sunday Night thru Friday Night at 7:30
Pliasant Valley Church of Christ
5 MILES EAST OF MUtRAY ON OLD POTTERTOWN ROAD, HWY. 280
For TroosportotIon Coll 753 3629 or 436 2337 or 753-4661




WKMS-FM radio at Murray
State University will sponsor&
four-day festival of nostalgia
entitled "Dusty Labels and
Old Wax" as a part of its
spring fund-raising campaign
April 12-15.
Events will include a live
concert, a tribute to the music
of Irving Berlin, and nostalgic
marathons devoted to the
music, comedy, drama, and
news  of the 1920s through the
early 1950s.
Bruce Smith, station
manager, gave this lineup of
programming for the festival:
- Friday, April 13 -
Emphasis will--be on two
decades of American history
- 1934 to 1953. Beginning at 6
a.m., the station will devote
one hour to eacb year,
beginning with 1934. A five-
minute newscast will sum-
marize the major events of the
year, followed by a sampling
of the music that was popular
that year, including that of the
big bands, movies, Broadway,
folk, bluegrass, and other
popular songs.
- Saturday, April 14- The
golden years of radio becomes
the focus as WKMS presents a
special 18-hour syndicated
program of highlights of radio
in the 1920s, 30s, 40s, and 50s.
Included will be a sampling cf
music, comedy, Anima, and
news from--the-years when
radio was king.
- Sunday„ ,Aptil - A
presentation of "Classic
Classics," seldom heard
recordings of classical music
by the great'masters of the
20th century, will conclude the
festivaL Among them will be
performances of orchestral
works conducted by the
composers, recordings of
great opera singers of the
century, and other notable
classical music recordings.
Smith said the station hopes
to raise. $5,000 in listener
contributions to support its
fine arts radio service. He
pointed out that contributions
are tax-deductible and -sad
funds will be used to bcy
programs, records, ari





Methodist Church will tivr
the pastor, the Rev Julian
Warren, speak at the special
Easter service on Sunday,
April 15, at 7 a.m. .
"He Lives" will be sung by
the choir, directed by Charles
Archer, with Mrs. Jo Reeder
as organist and Mrs. Sue
Archer as pianist. Carolyn
Venable will sing a sOlo,
"Thanks For Loving Me."
Church School will follow at
8:30 am. ?Fit!) Jerry Bibb as
superintendent. Evening
v:orship will be at 6:30 p.m.
The Goshen pastor and choir
will conduct worship services
at 2:30 p.m, Sunday at Fern
Terrace Lodge.
John F. Hayes of
▪ Melbourne, Fla., a volea
major at Murray State
University, will present his
senior vocal recital on the
campus on Monday evening,
April 16.
To begin at 7 p.m. in the
Farrell Recital Hall of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center,
the program by the baritone
will include "Che Fiero
Costume" by Legrenzi,
"Cangio D'aspetto" and
"Arm, Arm Ye Brave" by
Handel, "Jennes Filettes" by
Dalayrac, "Romance" and
"Mandoline" by Debussy, and
"The Vagabond," "The
Roadside Fire," "Whither
Must I Wander,' and t'Bright
Is the Ring of Words" by
Vaughn Williams.
Hayes, the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Robert C. Hayes of 734
Van Buren St. in Melbourne,
Fla., earned the associate of
arts degree at Brevard
Community College in Cocoa,
Fla., in 1976.
His instructor at Murray
State is Kay Bates.
Hayes performed at Walt
Disney World as a Charles
Dickens Christmas Caroler
from 1972 to 1975, as a member
of the Lakeside Singers in
1978-79, and as a singing
waiter at a Vero Beach, Fla.,
supper club in 1976-77.
He is a member of the cast
of "Guys and Dons" to be
presented on the campus of
Murray State April 19-21 and
has played lead roles in "West
Side Story," "The Boyfriend,"




-Alive," will be presented by
the Adult Choir with Joe E.
Parks as director on Sunday,
April 15, at 11 a.m. at the
Sinking Spring Baptist
Church.
Soloists will include Eddie
Outland, Patricia Bailey,
Kerry' Vasseur; Judy Hughes,
and Tommy Scott.
Gerald Cooper, deacon of
the week, will assist in the
services. Children's 'Church
will not be held on Sunday.
The Rev. Charles. Blair,
interim pastor, will speak at
the 7:30 p.m.. services on
Sunday with special music by
the Youth Choir who will meet
at 6 p.m. for rehearsal.
Sunday School will be at 10
a.m. with Jim Neale as
director, and Church Training
at 6:30 p.m. with Randy
Herndon as director. Bus
driver for April is Mike
Lovin.a, 759-4639.
Hog Market
Federal-State Market News Service
April 13. 1979
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 7 Buying Stations
Receipts Act 993 Est 800 Barrows &
Gilts 50e lower Sows under 450 lba
steady to 50e higher over 450 lb. $I to 12
US 
010er
i•2 200-2301te. $44 00-4475
tS 23000-240 lbs. $44 25-44 50
US 2-3 240250b. $43 2544 25
US 2-4 260-2110 $#4 25-43 25
Sows
US 1-2 vo-sso lbs PO 00-39 00
US 1-3 300450 lbs. 877 00-39 00
US 1-3 450,50016s.  L1900.41 00
US 1-3 500-650 lbs. 841 00-43 00
US 2-3 300-500 . 136 00-37 03
Boars $32 0043 00
Pleasant Valley Church
Gospel Meet Scheduled
John Hoover of Mayfield
will be the speak& at the
series of gospel meetings to be
held at the Pleasant Valley
Church of Christ, located five
miles east of Murray on the
Pottertown Road, HiAk .ay
280. stalling Sunday, ir,r;' 15,
and continuing
Friday, April 20.
The song leader will be Jim
Wineinger of Palestine,
Texas. Services will be
Sunday' at 11 a.m. and 7 30
,pan., and weekday seia lr.es
will be at 7:30 each evening
, Mr. Hoover is presently
minister of the-N,rth,ide
Church of Christ, Mayfield,
where he has been for 12
years. He has also served as
minister of congregation& at
Sniithland, Barlow, Hickory
Geove, and Coldwater. He
received his AA degree in 1958
from Freed-Harderrian
College, Henderson, Tenn.,
and his B. S. and M. A.
degrees from Murray State'
University.
The guest speaker is
Married to 'the former
-LaWanda Asher of Paducah
and, they have two sons, Greg
and Scott.
The pablic is invited to
attend the -services and for
transportation may call 753-
3629, 436-2337, or 753-4661.
IDr.BowmanLecture
I Open To Public
Dr. James E. Bowman, a
noted pathologist 'tit the
University of Chicago, will
deliver the National Lecture
to the Sigma Xi Club at
Murray State University on
Tuesday evening, April 17.
His address, to begin at 7:30
p.ni. in Mason Hall (Nursing
Building ) , is entitled "Genetic
Problems and Public Policy."
He will present some of the
ethical, legal, and humanistic
implications of genetic
problems...
The lecture is open to the
public at no charge as a
service of Sigma Xi, a
scientific research society and
the third oldest honor society
in the United States. A chapter
of Sigma Xi was chartered at
Murray State in September of
1978.
Bowman was formerly a
visiting professor and
chairman of the Department
of Pathology at the University
of Shiraz in Shiraz. Iran, for
several years. He has also
been a Special Research
Fellow in the Department of
Eugenics, Blorrietry, and
Genetics at University Coliege
in London.
On the University of
Chicago faculty since 1962,
Bowman now serves in a
multifaceted role as director








Effectiveness will sponsor two




Dr. Truman Whitfield, an
assistant professor in the
College of Human Develop-
ment and Learning, will be the
featured speaker. Dr. Whit-
field will discuss his work in
this field and suggest ways in
which non-verbal behaviors
can be used to enhance
classroom communication.
A luncheon will be Monday,
April 16, from noon-1:15 in the
student center private dining
room. The afternoon session
will be April 16 ham 3-4:30 in
the orientation room of the
Waterfield Library. This
serrunar should be of par-
ticular interest to those
faculty members who teach




Soloalbon who hoe riot
received Sere hoeo-delleored
pee e4 The Oro" Sedgy
This. isy 1$11 p.s. Ilismikay-
',Way
.
 er by 3211 p.m. se
Sirtwileys ore urged ts
733-1916 hotwese 3:711 p.
s.16 p.m., Illoodey-Fridiry,
32$1 p.n. ad 4 p.a. Sew-
day..'. Were dam, .4 11,
erreepsper. We moat be
pieced by pie. vieolideys
4 p.a. Ssturdoys to lecrestee
dolivery.
Center; and professor ot
pathology, medicine, and the
Committee on Genetics and
the College.
A graduate of Howard
University, Bowman's
professional career has in-
cluded teaching, research and
clinical appointments at a
variety of universities,
hospitals and medical centers
In the U.S. and abroad, as well
as frequent service on
national advisory committees




Bowman has done extensive
research in hemoglobin and
enzyme variations in ab-
normal red blood cells in
different populations such as
Egyptians, Italians, and
American Negroes.
He has also done extensive
work 'on sickle cell anemia,
sickle cell screening, and
population genetics of alp-






ployment in the western
Kentucky area dropped from
20,948 people in January to
17,465 in February'. The rate of
unemployment declined from
8.1 to 6.9 percent in that time.
The rate of unemployment in
Calloway County was 6.2
percent.
"This decrease was due
primarily to fewer persons
..,bing laid off in February and
'raid Off
being called back to work,"
•
said Robert MacDonald, chief






By 51. 8110 MUIR
The headache is
America's Number One
malady. We take literally_
tons of aspirin every day in
the effort to find relief from
pain. Notice that no pill or
potion ever promises more
than "temporary miler'
and many people settle for
that because they don't
know what else to do.
Headache is a symptom.
. . a warning that
something is wrong. The
true cause of the pain could
be any one of hundreds of
things. The objective of
chiropractic is to deter-
mine the cause of trouble
and treat it, not the symp-.












" Bet A,r Shopp.ng
Murra Sy r-
See Us For Your Home Loan
















Power steering and brakes,
wire wheel covers, AM/FM
stereo radio, white wall
tires, Landau equipment,
cloth interior, local one
owner car, 4.065 miles,
dark carmine color, just
like new!!
77 Buick Regal
Two door, power steeririg,





mileage, see to believe,
green and white
MOW MOW
77 Chevrolet Corvette 78 Oldsmobile
Beige, w'hife intehor, 98 Regency
power windows. AM/FM
radio, aluminum wheels,
white letter tires, luggage
rack, remqvable tops,
35,000 miles, sharp
Two door power .steertni
and brakes, split seats..i.als
car is loaded with luinin
options. low Miletige, one -
owner
Keep That Great G.M. Feeling
With Genuine G.M. Parts
77 IllerCery Comet
Four door, power steering,
automatic transmission,
air conditioner. AM radio,




aillw saw millar maw allow AO.
76 Chevrolet
Caprice Classic
Two door, power steering
and brakes, AM tape, Lan-
tool, 32,006.miles, local
one owner car, -silver and
red, this caa.prill be sold!‘;
..,78 Chevrolet
Caprice Wagon
Power steering and brakes,
AM/FM stereo, luggage
rack, this car is loaded with
options, perfect for the big
family,, burgundy with.






ment, long wheel base,
burgundy and white, 50,000
actual miles.
Highway 641
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